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The Capital Markets Cooperative Research Centre (CMCRC) was established to assist the
development of Australia’s capital markets and, in turn, Australia’s financial centre aspirations.
Since inception, the CMCRC has successfully widened its sphere of activities to encompass health
and accident compensation insurance and, more recently, the broader healthcare sector.
The CMCRC provides:
•

Technology solutions to serve as the backbone infrastructure for local, regional and
global markets. The focus of the CMCRC is on developing solutions for capital, insurance
and healthcare markets to support both policy and operational decision making and to
enable surveillance of markets to assure their integrity and efficiency.

•

Technology in context – research that addresses the interaction between technology
and key market elements – e.g. in capital markets these are: regulation, information,
financial instruments and participants.

•

Human capital development programs capable of sustaining capital, insurance and
healthcare markets innovation, to ensure that Australia retains its positioning as a leader
in the application of information technology to the challenges and opportunities of these
domains.

Vision
Technology innovation in capital, insurance and healthcare markets has the potential to
significantly impact the wealth and wellbeing of market participants and the economy as a whole.
Our vision is to support these goals by creating and promoting technologies that increase the
efficiency and integrity of capital and insurance markets locally and globally.
Benefiting from Australia’s position as an early innovator in the security markets technology
domain, the CMCRC seeks to ‘take Australian technology to the world’.
Published by
Capital Markets CRC Limited
Level 3, 55 Harrington Street, GPO Box 970 Sydney NSW 2001 Australia.
Telephone:
Facsimile:

+61 2 8088 4200
+61 2 8088 4201

www.cmcrc.com
Production by
© Copyright Capital Markets Cooperative Research Centre
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The CMCRC is supported by the Government of Australia through the Cooperative Research
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Note
The CMCRC Annual Report series reports significant research and commercial achievements of
the Centre. This report is prepared in accordance with the format and content requirements
specified by Australian Government Department of Industry. Reports are issued around October
each year and cover the preceding financial year.
Disclaimer
The CMCRC accepts no responsibility for any interpretation, opinion or conclusion that any
person forms as a result of reading this publication.
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CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Some 14 years ago I was a member of a panel that interviewed Professor Michael Aitken
and team in their first, successful bid for funding under the CRC Program. Michael made the
ambitious claim that the team could become the world leader in the supply of stock market
surveillance technology and in the process would build one of the largest knowledge centres
of its kind in the world.
As we conclude and take stock of our second CRC program funding term, it is gratifying to
see that the Centre has emphatically achieved its initial bold goals as well as additional later
goals. It is equally gratifying to watch our people - staff, students and alumni - develop and
flourish.
Our SMARTS market surveillance system, acquired by NASDAQ/OMX in 2010, is now the
world leader, in use in more than 40 countries. And with 160-180 people, the CMCRC is the
largest centre of its kind in the world. Our headcount varies largely because of the coming
and going of our doctoral students.
Our research training model is one in which students work with an industry partner. Well
over 100 PhD students have carried out their research in the Centre and, to date, 104 have
been awarded their doctorates. These alumni now drive a virtuous cycle of industry-focussed
research and education in the Centre. Some academic alumni are researchers and student
supervisors in the Centre, while many industry alumni draw their companies into our research and jointly supervise current PhD students.
The SMARTS system and the research on which it is founded are about the fairness of stock
market operation. To develop SMARTS we firstly had to build and control, in association with
our sister organisation SIRCA, the largest database of financial markets data in the world,
which currently absorbs one terabyte of data per day from 280 world markets, with up to 2
million transactions a second.
In our second CRC funding term we identified and pursued a research opportunity in the
health insurance market, modelling our approach on the way we started in finance research.
We built Australia’s most significant repository of health claims and related treatment data,
and research results using that data were transferred in 2012 to spin-out company CMC Insurance Solutions, which now provides surveillance and intelligence solutions to 30 of Australia’s 35 private health insurers.
Also in our second funding term we introduced and elaborated the concept of Market Quality,
which combines fairness and efficiency measures. The evidence and tools from our Market
Quality research are starting to be used by leading regulators and exchanges across the
globe to assess the policies and rules governing market operation.
We are delighted that our bid for a third funding term was successful with the award over five
years of $32.5 million from the CRC Program, with matching cash contribution from our 34
industry, university and government participants. We look forward to working with these partners on a new set of bold goals to extend our finance research program and apply our concepts of Market Quality in a much expanded health research program. In both research programs, combining our deep domain knowledge with our expertise in data management, mining, analysis and visualisation, offers a unique approach to solving two key social problems –
containing the costs of health and maximising returns for Australian investors.
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An additional grand-challenge goal during our final term of CRC Program support is to establish the CMCRC as a self-funded centre. This requires a substantial increase in our commercialisation program to accumulate an endowment that will yield an annual return commensurate with the current government funding. Our net earnings of some $10 million from the
SMARTS sale, now resting in the not-for-profit Capital Markets Foundation, has been committed to the Centre under the new CRC Program agreement and will free substantial funds
for commercialisation activities in pursuit of that goal.
On behalf of the Board I would like to acknowledge the continued support of our many research and industry partners and of the Australian Government through the Cooperative Research Centres Program.
I thank all of our continuing Board members for sharing their wisdom and experience during
the past year, and welcome our three new Board Members. Professor Christine Bennett
brings broad knowledge and links in the health domain, while Dr Rob Lang strengthens our
Board expertise in finance and technology. Dr Katherine Woodthorpe, who was also a
member of the interview panel referred to in my opening paragraph, has extensive experience in Australian research and commercialisation systems, processes and governance, as
well as strong links into the private equity and venture capital communities.
I sincerely thank our retired Board Members, Mr Paul McKeown and Professors Geoff Garrett, Roger Simnett, David Grant and Tyrone Carlin, for their support and many contributions,
and I wish them well in each of the respective new roles that have led to their retirements.
Along with all Board members I extend our thanks to Professor Mike Aitken for his leadership
and dedication to the CMCRC. We heartily congratulate Mike on his award in the 2014
Queen’s Birthday Honours List of a Member of the Order of Australia “For significant service
to the business and finance sector, particularly to market surveillance and fraud detection
technologies, and to education.”
This Annual Report updates progress in all areas of our education, research and commercialisation activities as well as summarising the results and outcomes of the Centre as we
commence our third CRC Program funding term. I thank and congratulate all our people for
their many achievements and excellent performance in the past year and throughout our
second funding term.

Dr David Skellern AO
CHAIRMAN
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

ACHIEVEMENTS

Not surprisingly, a major project during the last year has been the process of deciding
whether to apply for refunding under the CRC Program, and once this was determined, going
through the application process itself. While success makes the exercise all seem
worthwhile, the amount of effort required for this outcome in the final year, particularly by the
management staff of the CRC is substantial, and almost requires that promised outcomes
under the current funding arrangements are delivered ahead of original schedules.
Projects
The major outcomes from Research Project 1 were in fact announced last year with much of
our attention focused on delivery of the systems to partners as the first stage in producing a
commercial return. The re-design of the Market Quality Service announced last year was
completed and is now available through the web in a service referred to as the Market
Quality Dashboard. Aside from allowing us to investigate the implications for market quality
of any market design change for any security marketplace in the world (a world first), we
have also reduced the time it takes to do the data analysis for a major research paper from
months to a matter of days (another world first). This enables more time to be spent on the
write-up of the work (hopefully with more positive outcomes from the review process) and
more importantly, more time to be devoted to the specific challenges and opportunities of our
industry partners.
Given that our resources are not unbounded, work on the Alluvial Trading project introduced
in the previous year was suspended while we extended the Market Quality Dashboard
(MQD) to ensure that academics could transfer MQD data into an “R” statistical package
workbench. Allied with a new python language interface to MQD, which gives users the
opportunity to build their own metrics, we see significant commercial potential in these
extensions. Attention to the Alluvial Platform will be re-ignited during the 2015 financial year.
This project was also put on hold while we negotiated a commercial stake in a new matching
engine. Depending on the outcome of the commercial negotiations (which are on-going as I
write this report) the Alluvial Trading Platform may evolve in an entirely different direction.
An additional milestone identified and delivered during the latter part of financial year 2014
was the need to bring the research outcomes of the CMCRC to a much wider audience, in
particular the key stakeholders in market design, namely, regulators, market operators,
financial intermediaries, corporates and investors. This work may be found at
https://www.youtube.com/user/capitalmarketscrc/videos where PhD students and staff get to
summarise their research to an audience more interested in the outcomes rather than the
intricacies of research design.
Research Program 2 reached a key milestone during 2012-13, with the deployment of
Computable News to Fairfax Media. It is our expectation that this technology will feed back
nto the finance and health domains, enhancing our current offerings in these areas,
particularly in the fraud detection space. We are also planning to deploy the technology and
knowhow to the research tasks of an Australian law enforcement agency as part of the new
CRC.
Page 8
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Commercial
During the year we reinvigorated the Capital Market Technology (CMT) board (our
commercial arm) by co-opting new and highly experienced directors onto the board. This
included Dr Chris Beare and Dr Tony Castagna both of whom have outstanding records in
start-ups. Along with Dr Andreas Furche and Dr David Skellern we have a commercial
advisory team second to none. They have approximately $15m to invest, most of which was
secured from positive commercial outcomes. The goal of the CMCRC is to fully replace
government funding by 2019 and be effectively self-sufficient. This requires us to turn the
$15m into $50m within the next five years, not an insignificant task. We intend to do this by
investing in three or four start-ups that have progressed to revenue earning stages.
One of these will likely be our spin-off in the health area namely CMC Insurance Solutions
(CMC-IS). CMC-IS, which now services 90% of Australia’s private health insurers, is making
inroads into the wider healthcare market has progressed nicely to $2m revenue in FY14. This
is expected to double over the next twelve months. Aside from other milestones, CMC-IS has
created at least 20 new jobs which we expect also to double over the coming year.
CMT has evaluated two other ideas, one of which is a potential investment in a new trading
engine group, the principals of which are well known to the CMCRC.
Last but not least our expert witness business continues to grow and now is also self-funding
and able to support a half-time manager. In addition to generating revenues, these exercises,
which see members of staff providing expert reports in matters involving insider trading,
market manipulation, broker-client conflict and breaches of continuous disclosure, offer
valuable learning for PhD students who can gain real world experience by assisting their
supervisory teams on the various cases. In the last 12 months members of this growing
business have worked on matters in Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia and the UK. Indicative
of the close link to our partners and technology we are utilising the SMARTS technology for
many of these assignments which provides the business with an edge not available to wouldbe competitors, and in turn, the new commercial owner of SMARTS (the technology created
in the CMCRC) gets good marketing returns.
PhD training program
By 30 June 2014 we have met and exceeded the challenging milestone of producing 100
PhD graduates. The number graduated was 104 with 3 further candidates having submitted.
There are also at least 10 in the process of completing. The PhD students are the glue
between the CMCRC and its industry partners and therefore a vital element in the success of
the program. We are elated with the response that many of those students are getting from
their industry partners, several of which hired their students as staff members. This smooths
the way for subsequent students attached to these organisations as does our infrastructure
(in particular MQD and our healthcare analytics platform I+Plus) thus creating a more selfsustaining enterprise. This is also a vital element in the CMCRC strategy to be self-funding
by 1 July 2019.

Training the new entrepreneurs and industry leaders of the future
The CMCRC continues to attract much goodwill and continued support from its graduates.
This was evident in the latest PhD recruitment evening where three past students spoke
Page 9
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positively about their experience in the program. The education report of the CMCRC, later in
this Annual Report, details the breadth and depth of talent we have helped create.
A focus on training
The CMCRC student/industry engagement model leads to us engaging with a large number
of industry sponsors. Students are based at industry partner offices for at least six months of
the year. The success of this model is reflected in the high level of industry satisfaction with
the CMCRC’s research program and this has helped the Centre expand research projects. In
part our success arises from the fact that we arm our students with technology that can make
an immediate difference to industry partners’ businesses. We not only humanise the
technology, but also open the possibility of its use in a number of different areas of the
business. Good examples of our model working are at the FCA (UK regulators) and
NASDAQ-OMX, where in both cases our students working with the SMARTS technology
have received very positive reviews. In turn this is leading to more funded PhDs by these
parties, a case in point being NASDAQ-OMX which has doubled its contribution to the
refunded CMCRC. Our healthcare analytical software platform, I+Plus, has proven to be
catalytic in attracting new industry partners to participate in our PhD program.
Thought leaders
The CMCRC is recognised (particularly in the media) as a world-leading authority on capital
market research with a special interest in fraud detection technologies and assessments of
market quality. The front page of our website profiles our latest research and market reaction
to it. Our short video clips cement our standing as thought leaders and are aimed at reaching
a broader audience than the technical papers presented by our senior researchers at
strategically chosen industry conferences. At least two pieces of our research were placed in
top tier journals during 2014. Given the increasing difficulty of publishing in the top three
journals it is pleasing to see one of our PhD students published in the Journal of Financial
Economics, broadly recognised as in the top two in finance in the world. The Market Quality
Dashboard should enable us to take this to a new level by giving us a unique ability to
comment on market design changes well ahead of anyone else.
We have also added two more high profile researchers to our international affiliations
including Professor Doug Cumming from York University in Canada and Professor Kumar
Venkataraman from Southern Methodist University in the US. These scholars have been
attracted by our high quality students, our world-class infrastructure and our emphasis on
world leading position on market integrity. Indicative of this thought leadership in the integrity
domain is a recent article in the Journal of Business Ethics.
1.2

RISK AND IMPEDIMENTS

Sourcing high-quality students (virtually all our students have first class honours degrees)
with skillsets attractive to industry sponsors to fill 50 available PhD places in finance and a
further 25 in health is a significant challenge. This is particularly true for our overseas students, where hosting the student, visa applications and sometimes language requirements
add to the challenge.
To mitigate this challenge, we are enrolling a number of new university partners and within
the university partners we are diversifying to encompass their Health faculties and research
centres. We see cross-disciplinary supervision as an attractive option and are looking to
expand this in order to meet the challenge of drawing in quality students.
Page 10
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1.3

END-USER ENVIRONMENT

The finance industry in general, and the capital markets sector in particular, is experiencing
change at an unprecedented rate, and conditions are generally difficult for industry,
especially overseas. Global market activity remains subdued. Tougher economic conditions
often mean industry reviews of discretionary spending and, unfortunately, research and
development is considered discretionary.
However, changes in industry practices have resulted in new research and development to
assess, evaluate and help solve problems arising from new practices. The extent to which
high frequency trading has taken over from traditional trading activity and the emergence of
dark pools have created new opportunities for the CMCRC and its researchers. Our
specialist interest in market integrity also matches a new found interest in building up
Compliance staff and knowledge.
The exponential increase in the costs of healthcare in Australia and globally and the
increasing interest in better utilising data to enhance integrity and efficiency in these markets
provide fertile market conditions for the expansion of our research, education and
commercialisation programs.
1.4

OUTCOMES

The CRC has achieved or is on track to achieve the three outcomes specified in its Commonwealth Agreement, as outlined below.

Enhanced integrity of Australian and international markets
This outcome was originally estimated to generate savings of $98 million in fraud in
Australian capital markets alone. We have achieved this outcome based on our research
which shows that in the aftermath of the adoption of SMARTS, markets are 25–50 basis
points cheaper to trade in. In the security deciles where manipulation is most apparent,
namely, deciles 4 to 7, estimated savings are $25m per year in Australia which means that
our estimates for Australia are achieved in 5 years.
Expanded market integrity knowledge centre in Australia
This outcome was estimated to generate $18 million in economic impact based on 77
students, including the generation of new jobs with our industry partners (estimated
economic impact of $720 million). Since 104 PhD students have completed their doctorates
and approximately 100 new jobs have been created in our capital and health markets spinoffs we have exceeded what were perceived by the CMCRC committee at the start to be
quite challenging targets.
The establishment of cross-market surveillance, other market surveillance and
information services businesses
The total economic impact of these services as they are sold beyond Australia to the world
was estimated at $1.1 billion. Given that we are easily on track to deliver the benefits in the
Australian marketplace and given the growth of the SMARTS/CMSS software (now under the
NASDAQ-OMX banner, but continuing to be developed and operated from Sydney) in more
than 40 other world markets, we expect that we will generate significantly greater economic
Page 11
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benefits than set out in the Commonwealth Agreement. In addition our extended Insurance
(and related Health) markets solutions are already generating good commercial outcomes
which are expected to expand exponentially over the next five years. This is without our
Computable News project for which we have high hopes as well.
THANK YOU
To achieve and exceed our Commonwealth targets required a special commitment from a
number of dedicated staff. I wish to express my thanks to our various boards for their good
governance mixed with the appropriate amount of patience. In particular I would like to make
special mention of our Chair who has contributed above and beyond what might be
expected. The senior management team have showed loyalty mixed with a healthy amount
of alternative views while the research teams have never ceased to amaze all of us in terms
of the relationships with industry partners. In turn they have kept the faith in what we were
doing notwithstanding that they didn’t always appreciate the means to the end. Fortunately,
we had built up sufficient amounts of “Brownie points” to be given the benefit of any doubt.
My sincere thanks to all who have made the CMCRC exemplary of what the CRC Program is
all about, building a self-sustaining model that purposefully reverses the typical university
objectives by focusing on industry engagement as a path to scholarship.

Professor Michael Aitken, AM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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2

GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

2.1
2.1.1

GOVERNANCE
Governance – Board, committees and key staff

The management and governance structure has been established consistent with structures
set out in the Commonwealth and Participants Agreements, under which the CRC has been
created. The group structure as at 30 June 2014 is set out in the figure below.
Figure 1 Group structure of CRC as at 30 June 2014

Capital Markets CRC Limited

Capital Markets
Technologies Pty Ltd
98.95%

CMC Insurance
Solutions Pty Ltd
59.3%

Capital Markets
Consulting Pty Ltd
82%

Capital Markets
Foundation Limited 100%

AcAS Pty Limited
82%

Tradelab Pty Ltd
100%

Capital Markets CRC maintains its tax-free, charitable institution status and has undergone no major
changes in its structure.

2.1.2

CEO, Board and committee members in FY2014

Table 1: List of board & committee members serving during the year ended 30 June 2014
Name

Organisation

CRC Position / Role

Directors
Dr David Skellern

Independent

Director/ Chair of CMCRC
Co-Chair Education & Research Committee
Director of CMT/IP Committee
Chair of Nominating Committee
Chair of Chairman’s Committee
Chair of HR Committee
Audit Committee

Dr Andreas Furche

Independent

Director/Deputy Chair of CMCRC
Director/Chair of CMT/IP Committee
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Professor Mary O’Kane

Independent

Director
Co-Chair Education & Research Committee

Professor Christine Bennett

Independent

Director

Professor Geoff Garrett

University of New South Wales

Director

Professor Roger Simnett

University of New South Wales

Alternate Director to Prof Garrett

Mr Paul McKeown

International Industry
Representative

Director

Dr Robert Lang

International Industry
Representative

Director

Professor Stephen Taylor

University of Technology, Sydney

Director
Chair of Audit & Risk Committee

Mr Blair McRae

University of Technology, Sydney

Alternate Director to Prof Taylor
Audit & Risk Committee

Professor David Grant

University of Sydney

Director

Professor Tyrone Carlin

University of Sydney

Alternate Director to Prof Grant

Dr Katherine Woodthorpe

Independent

Director

University of New South Wales

Chief Executive Officer
Chairman’s Committee
HR Committee
Education & Research Committee

CEO
Professor Michael Aitken

2.1.3

Key skills of Board and committee members

Dr David Skellern AO, Chairman
Dr Skellern worked in radio astronomy for 10 years and taught electronics at Sydney and
Macquarie Universities for 16 years before coming to prominence in the IT industry through
Radiata, which he co-founded in 1997. Built on joint research done by Macquarie University
and the CSIRO, the company demonstrated the World’s first chip-set implementation of the
54Mbit/s IEEE 802.11 – high speed WLAN standard. Radiata was sold to US giant Cisco
Systems in 2001 for $565 million. Dr Skellern joined the board of National ICT Australia in
2003 and became its Chief Executive Officer in 2005.
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Dr Andreas Furche, Deputy Chair
Andreas Furche's focus is on development and commercialisation of new technologies in
capital markets, banking, and payments; he developed the commercialisation strategy for
CMCRC in 2003. As CEO of SMARTS he developed that business until its sale to NASDAQ
OMX in 2010. His previous positions include Managing Director of DigiCash Asia/Pacific, and
Director, Financial Services Sector, at Electronic Trading Concepts. He has authored a book
on electronic payment systems and his research includes work on the security of international financial networks.
Emeritus Professor Mary O’Kane, Director
Professor O’Kane is NSW Chief Scientist and Engineer and is Executive Chairman of Mary
O’Kane & Associates Pty Ltd, a Sydney-based company that advises governments, universities and the private sector on innovation, research, education and development. Professor
O’Kane was Vice-Chancellor of the University of Adelaide from 1996-2001 and has served
on many boards and committees in the public and private sectors, nationally and internationally.
Professor Christine Bennett AO, FRACP, Director
Professor Christine Bennett is the Dean of the School of Medicine, at The University of Notre
Dame in Sydney. She is a specialist paediatrician, a Fellow of the Royal Australasian College
of Physicians, the former Chair of the National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission and
the former Chief Medical Officer for Bupa Australia Group. Professor Bennett’s experience
has included being CEO of Research Australia, CEO of Westmead Hospital, General Manager for the Royal Hospital for Women and Head of Planning in NSW Health. Professor Bennett currently serves on more than seven boards in the public, private and not-for-profit sectors.
Dr Katherine Woodthorpe, Director
Dr Katherine Woodthorpe is Professional non-executive Director at People & Innovation and
prior to this position, was the Chief Executive of AVCAL, the Australian Private Equity and
Venture Capital Association for seven years. Dr Woodthorpe has a long experience, expertise and track record in public affairs including media and government relations. She has
deep knowledge of the private equity industry and the superannuation industry in the financial sector and a strong track record in a broad range of technology orientated industries including mining and healthcare. Dr Woodthorpe has been cited in various media as one of
Australia’s most influential people in innovation and has a track record for commercialisation.
Dr Robert Lang, Director
Dr Rob Lang is the Head of the SMARTS Business within NASDAQ OMX and is responsible
for the Sales, Business and Product Development of the Surveillance and Compliance product offerings from NASDAQ OMX. Since 2007, Dr Lang has lead the technology and software development for all SMARTS products as CTO. Prior to joining SMARTS in January
2007, Dr Lang spent 10 years in various Technology Management roles mostly in Silicon
Valley, California, producing hardware products in the computer graphics and image processing industry, most notably for Silicon Graphics and Nvidia. Dr Lang received a PhD in
Computer Engineering from Newcastle University in Australia in 1996.
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Mr Paul McKeown, Director
Mr McKeown joined NASDAQ OMX in 2000. He is currently Vice President of Market Technology, with global responsibility for NASDAQ OMX’s compliance and surveillance offerings.
As part of this role, he leads the business which is responsible for the SMARTS Integrity and
SMARTS Broker solutions and has responsibility for all business development and strategy
in this area. Following the acquisition of SMARTS Group, NASDAQ OMX is now the world’s
leading provider of market surveillance and compliance technology to exchanges, regulators
and brokers.
Professor Stephen Taylor, Director
Professor Taylor is Professor of Financial Accounting and Associate Dean (Research) in the
Faculty of Business at the University of Technology, Sydney, which he joined in June 2008.
He has wide experience teaching in the areas of accounting-based valuation models, investment analysis and financial reporting. He has been a presenter in many executive education courses, has provided expert advice to a wide range of private and public sector organisations, including the role of expert witness and also co-ordinated the research program
established by ASIC to undertake a statutory review of the Enhanced (Continuous) Disclosure Regime.
Professor Geoff Garrett, Director
Professor Garrett is Dean of the Australian School of Business at the University of New
South Wales. Prof Garrett is a frequent commentator on all aspects of US politics, economics
and foreign policy in Australian media. Prof Garrett has held academic appointments at Oxford, Stanford and Yale universities and the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. He is a member of the New York-based Council on Foreign Relations as well as the Los
Angeles-based Pacific Council on International Policy
Professor David Grant, Director
Professor Grant is Professor of Organisational Studies and Co-Dean of the University of
Sydney Business School. He received his PhD from the London School of Economics and
Political Science. He was elected a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia in
2008 and is a Visiting Senior Research Fellow at the Department of Management, Kings College, London. He is co-director of the International Centre for Research on Organisational
Discourse Strategy and Change. The Centre links researchers at eleven institutions in Europe, North America, Japan and Australia. His teaching focuses on organisational change
and development and on leadership and presently he teaches at the executive level on the
University of Sydney EMBA.
Mr Blair McRae FCPA, Alternate Director
Mr McRae is a Fellow of the Australian Society of Certified Practising Accountants, Chartered Accountants (NZ). He has been involved with implementing large financial management systems for private and public sector entities and has consulted for the World Bank on
financial systems, management reform and costing
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Professor Roger Simnett, Alternate Director
Professor Simnett teaches and researches in the financial accounting and auditing areas.
Roger came to tertiary teaching from the auditing profession. His early years of tertiary
teaching were spent at Monash University. Roger's research interests cover a range of financial accounting and auditing topics, including auditor decision processes, development of
specialist skills, corporate governance and financial disclosure issues.
Professor T Carlin, Alternate Director
Professor Tyrone Carlin is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Registrar), The University of Sydney
Business School and Professor of Financial Reporting and Regulation. Prior to joining the
University of Sydney, he held a variety of senior academic appointments including Dean of
Law at Macquarie University and Director of Academic Programs at Macquarie Graduate
School of Management. He holds a PhD from Macquarie Graduate School of Management.
Tyrone is a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Law and a director of CPA Australia, Sydney
Talent and Teachers Mutual Bank.
2.1.4

Board retirements and appointments during the year

Board members who retired or were appointed during the year are listed in the tables below.
Table 2 Board retirements during FY2014
Name

Organisation

Retirement date

P. McKeown

NASDAQ-OMX

23 October 2013

G. Garrett

UNSW

30 June 2014

R.Simnett (Alt to G.Garrett)

UNSW

30 June 2014

D.Grant

USYD

30 June 2014

T. Carlin (Alt to D.Grant)

USYD

30 June 2014

Table 3 Board appointments during FY2014
Name

Organisation

Appointment date

C Bennett

Notre Dame University

23 October 2013

R. Lang

NASDAQ-OMX

4 December 2013

K Woodthorpe

People & Innovation

28 May 2014
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2.1.5

Board of Directors meetings

The attendance of Board members at Board meetings is outlined in the table below.
Table 4 Board of Directors meetings, dates and attendance
23 October
2013

4 December
2013

19 March
2014

28 May
2014

Total

Eligible to
attend

D. Skellern

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

4

A. Furche

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

4

M. O'Kane

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

4

C.Bennett

N

N

N

Y

1

3

K Woodthorpe

N

N

N

Y

1

1

P.McKeown

N

N

N

N

0

0

R.Lang

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

4

S.Taylor

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

4

G. Garrett

Y

N

N

Y

2

4

D.Grant

N

N

Y

N

1

4

R.Simnett (Alt)

N

Y

Y

N

2

2

B. McRae (Alt)

N

N

N

N

0

0

T.Carlin (Alt)

N

N

N

N

0

3

Total

6

6

7

8

27

37

Director

2.1.6

Function and Reporting Arrangements of Committees

The following is a summary of the committees established by the Board of Directors, and their relevant
functions and frequency of meeting and attendance:
Audit & Risk Review Committee
• Review and monitor the integrity of the CMCRC Group’s financial reports and statements
• Review and make recommendations regarding the adequacy and integrity of the CMCRC
Group’s risk management controls
• Review whether the CMCRC Group is in compliance with the Commonwealth Agreement and
the Participants Agreement
• Review whether the CMCRC Group is in compliance with relevant laws and regulations
• Monitor the performance and independence of the external auditor
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Education & Research Committee
• Establish policy and procedures in relation to developing education and training programs of
the Centre and organise the review and evaluation of those programs
• Assist management in liaising with Universities to gain advice on the education and training
programs
• Ensure there are clearly defined strategy and outputs for recommended education and training
programs
• Oversee the PhD Scholarship allocation process
• Provide advice to the Board on whether and how education and training programs are consistent with the Centre’s strategy
• Develop and maintain a research evaluation process for the Centre including:
o A policy to conduct a quarterly internal review of projects
o A detailed six monthly report for consideration by the Committee
o An external independent review as may be required by the Board from time to time
• Evaluation and selection of new research projects (as may be funded by surpluses from time
to time).
HR Committee
• Attract, retain and motivate high calibre executives so as to encourage enhanced performance
of CMCRC
• Ensure that human resourcing is appropriate to meet the needs of CMCRC
• Establish and monitor remuneration arrangements that motivate staff to pursue the long-term
objectives of CMCRC
• Ensure that CMCRC has an appropriate risk management framework and review and make
recommendations to the Board on the CRC’s compliance with legislative requirements
• Ensure that there are appropriate succession plans in place and knowledge sharing
Chairman’s Committee
• To act on behalf of the Board as and when specific delegations are conferred upon it by the
Board
• To act on behalf of the Board between scheduled Board meetings, save for those matters
specifically reserved to the Board, when, in exceptional circumstances, it is not possible or
practicable to convene a meeting of the Board
• To advise and assist the Chairman on the preparation of the Agenda for Board meetings when
necessary, so that the Board has presented to it issues and proposals requiring Board resolution and approval in a timely and efficient fashion to assist effective discussion and analysis of
the significant factors involved
IP Committee/CMT Board
• Responsible for establishing procedures to record and protect IP
• Ensure that the relevant processes for recording and protection of IP have been adhered to;
• Review of processes for approval of commercialisation of projects
• Responsibility for reviewing and recommending to the Board all commercialisation budgets on
project
Nominating Committee
• Consider and nominate qualified candidates for appointment or election to the Board, as Independent Directors or as directors who have been proposed by University or Industry Participants
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•

Ensure the Board when fully constituted includes persons with relevant expertise and experience including corporate governance, commercialisation of Intellectual Property, public and
private sector investment, research and development activities in private and public sectors,
education and training, risk management and commercial business experience, such as legal,
accounting, finance or economics

Table 5 Frequency of meeting and attendance

Audit &
Risk

D. Skellern

Education
Human
& ReResources
search

Chairman's

Nominat- Intellectual
ing
Property

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

2

2

2

4

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

4
2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

M. O'Kane
A. Furche
C.Bennett
K.Woodthorpe
S. Taylor

1

1

B. McRae

2

2

1

1

4

4

1

1

T. Carlin
G. Garrett
P. McKeown
R. Simnett
D. Grant
D. Jonas
A.Frino
M Aitken

2

2

1

4

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

Number of meetings
held

7

7

12

17

3

3

6

6

6

6

12

12

A = Number of meetings attended
B = Number of meetings eligible to attend
Committees are responsible to the Board and minutes from all Committee meetings are tabled at the
following Board of Directors meeting.
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2.1.7

Key staff

Table 6 Key staff
Name

Organisation

CRC position/role

Time committed

Prof Michael Aitken

University of New South Wales

Chief Executive Officer/Chief Scientist

100%

Mr David Jonas

Capital Markets CRC

Head of Operations and Commercialisation

100%

Ms Annette Tello

Capital Markets CRC

Head of Finance and Administration

100%

Ms Ann Leduc

Capital Markets CRC

Head of Consulting

100%

Dr Shan Ji

Capital Markets CRC

Head of Product Development

100%

Dr Will Renner

Capital Markets CRC

Head of Education

100%

Dr Paul Nicolarakis

Capital Markets CRC

Principal – Health Practice

100%

Prof Andrew
Lepone

Macquarie University

Head of Partner Engagement

30%

Dr Vito Mollica

Macquarie University

Head of Marketing and Communications

30%

2.1.8

Program leaders as at 30 June 2014

Table 7 Specified personnel – Program leaders
Name

Organisation

CRC Position/Role

Time Committed

Prof Michael Aitken

University of New South Wales

CEO and Chief Scientist. Head of
Research Program 1 – Cross-Market
Surveillance

40%

assisted by:
Prof Alex Frino
Prof Andrew
Lepone

Macquarie University

Dr James Curran

University of Sydney

Assistant Program Leader 1

30%

Assistant Program Leader 1

assisted by:
Prof Mark Johnson

25%

Macquarie University

Head of Research Program 2 – Surveillance of Alternative & Unstructured Data

70%

30%

Macquarie University
Assistant Program Leader 2

Dr William Renner

CMCRC

Senior Education Manager

100%

Mr David Jonas

CMCRC Group of companies

Commercialisation/Utilisation Leader
Program

100%
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2.1.9

The strategic plan for the CMCRC into the future

The Centre has been successful in its bid for a third round of funding under the Australian
Government’s CRC Program. This has ensured a further five years of research and
development work based on the established objectives of the CRC, capitalising on the
relationships established with a number of industry partners and identifying additional
sources of R&D funding with new partners, especially in the health markets quality area of
the research program.
The plan is for 60% finance and 40% health reflecting a diversification of our core skills in
data management, mining and visualisation across a new domain. Allied with this change,
we are building the requisite domain knowledge from new hires and a number of new
industry partners. We have also made changes at the board level to accommodate two new
board members with requisite health backgrounds.
2.1.10 Participants
CMCRC – Details of the Participants during the reporting period are provided below.
Table 8 CMCRC – Participants during the reporting period
CORE PARTICIPANTS

ABN

Organisation type

ASX Operations Limited

98 008 624 691

Industry

Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA)

79 635 582 658

Australian Government

Securities and Futures Commission

N/A

International

Singapore Exchange Limited

N/A

International

Financial Conduct Authority

N/A

International

Insurance Australia Group Limited

11 000 016 722

Industry

CIMB (Aust) Limited

84 079 478 612

Industry

Securities Industry Research Centre of Asia-Pacific
Limited

35 080 496 993

Industry

CMC Insurance Solutions Pty Limited

50 107 188 974

Industry

Smarts Broker Compliance Pty Limited

15 106 064 019

Industry

Smarts Markets Surveillance Pty Ltd (NASDAQ)

83 064 294 757

Industry

University of New South Wales

57 195 873 179

University

University of Sydney

15 211 513 464

University

University of Technology, Sydney

77 257 686 961

University

Macquarie University

90 952 801 237

University
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University of Reading

N/A

University

SUPPORTING PARTICIPANTS

ABN

Organisation type

Mondo Visione

N/A

International

OMX Technology AB

N/A

International

University of Wollongong

61 060 567 686

University

University of South Australia

37 191 313 308

University

THIRD PARTIES

ABN

Organisation type

Centre for International Finance and Regulation

57 195 873 179

University/Consortium

Russell Investments

92 003 066 859

Industry

Ontario Securities Commission

N/A

International

Fairfax Digital

11 124 337 239

Industry

BT Financial Group

38 087 480 331

Industry

Chi-X Global Holdings

N/A

International

University G.D’Annunzio, Chieti-Pescara

N/A

International

2.1.11 Changes to participants
Table 9 Changes to participants
Participants Name

Retiring, withdrawing or new

DoI approval

Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC)

Retired

Yes

Schroder

Retired

Yes

Rice Warner Actuaries

Retired

Yes

Mercer

Retired

Yes

Optiver Pty Ltd

Retired

Yes

UniSuper

Retired

Yes

SAS – State Super

Retired

Yes

BPAY

Retired

Yes

Pegaso Telematic University

Retired

Yes

Fairfax Digital

Retired

Yes
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Graduate School People’s Bank of
China

Retired

Yes

2.1.12 Financial management
During the financial year ended 30 June 2014, the CMCRC generated a surplus of $1,078K
from revenues (excluding in-kind contributions) totalling in excess of $6.23M calculated on an
accruals basis. In the area of revenue, contributions fell short of budget while other income
(interest and dividends) were up on expectations. Expenses fell short in the Education sector
where scholarships and associated costs were down. In other areas expenses approximated
budget.
Cash contributions received amounted to $6.26M against a budgeted $7.65M for the year.
This variance was due partly to timing factors and changed economic circumstances with
several Core Participants. Also, several research projects were delayed by industry partners
due to changed economic circumstances or the inability to find suitable students to work with
the industry partner.
The CRC stands in a favourable position in terms of working capital of $4.54M, with a current
ratio of almost 4.98 largely due to the cash holdings it carries including commercialisation
funds of approx $2.6M.
Table 10 Contributions & Other Revenue (excluding In-kind Contributions)
CASH
REPORTING
ACTUAL
INVOICED

CASH
RECEIVED

DoI BUDGET

VARIANCE
TO DATE

Government

3,990,000

3,990,000

3,990,000

0

Universities

500,000

512,500

550,000

(37,500)

Participants

1,135,330

1,154,080

1,630,000

Supporting Participants

275,000

187,500

300,000

(112,500)

Other Cash Sources

359,576

668,785

1,183,000

(514,215)

6,259,876

6,512,865

7,653,000

(1,140,135)

295,173

243,990

0

243,990

6,555,080

6,756,855

7,653,000

(896,145)

Total Contributions

Other Income
Total Revenues

(475,920)
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2.1.13 Communications
Objectives
The CMCRC’s communication strategies, are designed to keep participants and key stakeholders abreast of the ongoing activities pertinent to the CMCRC’s objectives and operations,
and to maintain and enhance the CMCRC’s profile as a world-leading research and training
organisation focused on Assuring Market Quality in Financial and Healthcare Markets.
The communication strategies and activities are broadly divided between (i) internal communication, promoting and assisting collaborative interaction between the stakeholders involved
in a number of the CMCRC’s programs and projects and (ii) external communication, aimed
at publishing results of our research and promoting our success stories to the general audience, both in Australia and internationally.
Both, internal and external communications are firmly aligned with the key objectives of the
CMCRC and play an extremely important part in helping our organisation achieve its key objectives. Communication for our organisation is particularly important due to the collaborative
nature of our structures and activities.
Target audience and targeted messages
Our communication strategy and activities in this segment are geared towards ensuring full
transparency of the decision making process within the organisation.
Internally, the communication strategy is focused on co-ordination of activities between students and their academic and industry supervisors, universities, industry partners and
CMCRC staff, management, committees and other bodies. These activities are aimed at ensuring smooth execution and commercialisation of research projects, publication of related
research papers, regular updates and optimisation of activities executed jointly with industry
partners and universities.
The CMCRC’s external communication strategy is concentrated on ensuring that the CMCRC
is consistently presented to users of its services and products, industry representatives, policy
makers and the general public as a leading collaborative research institution bringing together
the best in innovative research, data and technology to the capital and health market domains.
CMCRC takes a global perspective with researchers based around the world who bring those
findings back to Australia to develop models or products that other nations may want to invest
in.
CMCRC has ensured all of its external communications to emphasise that its research is
funded from pooled funding and not sponsored by individuals, companies or institutions. To
address its prime goal of industry relevance, industry partners have a major role in the research questions the CMCRC addresses. Academics have primary control over the research
design and therefore the results.
Tools, activities and resources
The Centre places a high level of importance on the effectiveness of its internal communications. Email, intranet as well as regular and ad-hoc meetings at CMCRC or at the stakeholdPage 25
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ers’ locations are very effective and are chiefly used to keep all CMCRC stakeholders well
informed about all aspects of the CMCRC.
Regular weekly management meetings, informal monthly meetings, formal staff meetings
and off-site strategy and team-building days are conducted throughout the year to ensure
staff, postgraduate students and participants are well informed about the challenges ahead
and to identify further research collaborations.
Regular meetings have been established between industry supervisor, academic supervisor
and postgraduate students to ensure appropriate reporting on the progress of research and
commercialisation activities. Attention is particularly given to our students conducting their
research projects at the sites of our international partners. To facilitate communication with
our students on overseas assignments, participating universities and industry partners have
been assigned dedicated senior staff partners responsible for coordinating academic, educational and commercial activities with the assigned institutions.
In this reporting year, our efforts on enhancing our profile externally were centred on the introduction of a YouTube channel (www.youtube.com/user/capitalmarketscrc). The purpose of
the channel is to promote the technology developed at the CMCRC and showcase the research of PhD candidates and supervisors surrounding the public debate in capital and
health market quality. Over the year, 22 videos with over 4,150 views were broadcast broadening the CMCRC’s communication outlets beyond academic journals and traditional print
media.
To ensure maximum impact across all audiences, the content of each CMCRC research project is presented in four forms: (1) complete academic study (2) high level summary focused
on discussion around policy and or industry implications (3) video and (4) press release for
media outlets. Research staff, supervisors and PhD candidates receive training to be able to
actively contribute to the process with over 15 pieces published online in the financial year.
The Centre’s external communication activities are designed to showcase the CMCRC’s
success in Australia and overseas. These activities include conferences and events, media
coverage and direct contact from CMCRC staff.
The CMCRC presents and sponsors various events during the year to communicate its message, develop relationships and collaborate with its stakeholders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

June 2014 Chair of panel discussion on Electronic Market Making
June 2014 Big Data in Healthcare Roundtable
May 2014 Special Address at International Claims Convention
May 2014 Centre for International Finance and Regulation Financial System Inquiry
Workshop
April 2014 Special address MondoVisione’s Surveillance Forum and TradeTech Europe
September & August 2013 hosted an information evening for current and prospective
university partners and postgraduate students in Sydney and Melbourne
July 2013 the Centre sponsored the second Behavioural Finance and Capital Markets
Conference
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Staff presented at 17 scientific conferences during the reporting period under the auspices of
the Centre, generated 66 journal articles, three books and 24 conference proceedings. Senior CMCRC staff travel on a regular basis within Australia and internationally to promote the
Centre’s research with interest groups and potential partners, in addition to further enhance
relations with existing industry and university partners.
The CMCRC has hosted a number of international visitors to broaden collaborative research
efforts in health and capital markets, including:
• Dr Kingsley Jones is the Chief Investment Officer of Jevons Global Pty Ltd. Dr Jones
discussed systematic trading with algorithms demonstrating the various strategies
used by high frequency traders;
• Professor Rick Harris, is the John B. McKinnon Professor of Economics and Finance at
the Babcock School, Wake Forest University. Professor Harris delivered a series of workshops on research methodology for price discovery in addition to working with several
PhD candidates;
• Dean Jones and Neil Templeman, of Endace, a division of Emulex, demonstrated
network visibility infrastructure adopted by HFT in their operations and its significance
in a fragmented market setting;
• Professor Kumar Venkataram, serves as Chairman of the Finance Department and
holds the Fabacher Endowed Professorship in Alternative Asset Management in the
Cox School of Business at Southern Methodist University. Professor Venkataram collaborated with the central development team in the construction of market quality
metrics and PhD candidates in optimising research design surrounding market design
changes.
The CMCRC was both proactive and reactive in the media, recognised as one of the world’s
leading authorities on capital market research, with media releases on topics including: market quality, high-frequency trading, fraud, technology, health, insurance and competition.
More than 25 media outlets have included coverage of CMCRC research and collaborative
efforts including: The Australian, Australian Financial Review, Sydney Morning Herald, Business Spectator, Trade News, Know How, TABB Forum, Automated Trader and
MondoVisione, a total of 80 news releases. The Centre’s website maintains a record of all
press releases and publishes on a regular basis the research activities across the various
domains
2.1.14 Intellectual property management
The CMCRC ensures that appropriate Intellectual Property (IP) detection and protection
measures are in place to allow for successful commercialisation and/or technology transfer of
our research and development output. The commercial value of CMCRC research and development is attested to by the fact that CMCRC has a track record of successfully commercialising technology and providing an environment which encourages the creation and development of innovative ideas and solutions.
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2.1.15 Existing intellectual property pieces
Market Quality Dashboard
The Market Quality Dashboard (MQD) was registered as a CMCRC IP in November 2013.
The MQD is a web-based tool that allows users to assess the impact of market design
changes on market quality in a streamlined approach. The MQD has been rolled out to four
industry partners of the CMCRC and also widely used by our researchers and PhD students.
I+Plus
I+Plus was registered as CMCRC IP in April 2014. It is an advanced analytical solution that
provides identification of outlier admissions in which the costs (hospital, doctor, prosthetics)
and length of stay in hospital are greater than the forecast produced via one of the thousands
of models embedded in the solution. It has been used to support Centre research assignments (e.g. with DVA and NHPA) as well being used in trials with a number of the health insurance clients of our subsidiary, CMC Insurance Solutions.
Securities Market Order Book Simulator
The Securities Market Order Book Simulator (OB Simulator) was registered as CMCRC IP in
February 2012. The OB Simulator is an analytical tool that assesses the potential impact of
orders/trades from a particular trader on the overall market. It has been successfully applied
in a series of expert witness cases the CMCRC experts were engaged.
Impact Analysis Tool for Profit Warnings issued by Listed Companies
The Impact Analysis Tool for Profit Warnings issued by Listed Companies (PW Analysis
Tool) was registered as CMCRC IP in November 2011. The PW Analysis Tool issues computerised alerts when a listed company does not disclose profit warnings to the public on a
timely basis, which would cause unnecessary price volatility in the market. The PW Analysis
Tool is currently on trial with data from the Australian Securities Exchange.
Market Quality Assessment Metrics
The Market Quality Assessment Metrics (MQ metrics) were registered as CMCRC IP in August 2011. The MQ metrics provide a quantitative assessment of market efficiency, market
integrity and systemic risk across global securities markets. The outputs from the MQ metrics
have been applied by CMCRC’s regulator partners in the process of evidence-based policy
making. The five key MQ metrics are listed below.
•
•
•
•
•

Information Leakage Metric
Dislocation of EOD Price Metric
Broker-client Conflict Metric
Systemic Risk Metric
Intra-market price discovery metric

Health Insurance Business Intelligence Services solution
Health Insurance Business Intelligence Services (CMC-HIBIS) was registered as CMCRC IP
in July 2010. CMC-HIBIS provides advanced surveillance, analytical and predictive solutions
and services to enhance claims processing in the private and public health insurance sectors, work cover and third party personal accident sectors.
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CMC-HIBIS’s main offering is a hosted service that imports and processes insurer data allowing online analysis through a sophisticated, browser based, claims alert explorer capability. This solution is currently used by over 90% of Australia’s private health insurers.
Whilst the service is tailored for each client, the intention is to provide, “shared learning” for
insurers which is an approach that has been applied extremely successfully by previous
CMCRC spin-offs – e.g. in IT solutions for the stockbroking community across the globe.
Trade execution, Arbitrage and Dealing Laboratory
Trade execution, Arbitrage and Dealing Laboratory (TrADeLab) was registered as CMCRC
IP in July 2008. TrADeLab is a web-delivered software system that allows students via interactive classroom simulations, to practice their understanding of the theory and practice of:
1. Trade execution,
2. Arbitrage and
3. Market making
The software is web-enabled and can be accessed on any Internet-connected platform without the need to install any software. TrADeLab replays a trading session using real historical
data, and allows subjects to submit orders and interact with the market. Under the control of
an instructor, datasets for different "games" can be loaded.
2.1.16 CMCRC IP management procedure
This procedure describes the CMCRC’s approach to the identification, management and
commercialisation of intellectual property that arises from research and development.
Table 11 CMCRC IP procedures

Procedure

Responsibility

Identification of IP

The research committee of the CMCRC reviews and
scrutinises ongoing CMCRC research output and, where
appropriate, the committee will make recommendations
for consideration and assessment as to the potential
commercialisation of IP.

Protection of IP

An IP Register database has been created which all participants in CMCRC are required to use for disclosing or
registering IP, both prior and newly created.

Ownership of IP

The CMCRC and its industry partners have clearly stipulated in industry sponsorship and project agreements that
1) All developments/enhancements of IP (related to preexisting CMCRC IP) shall become the absolute property of CMCRC and CMCRC will obtain full right, title
and interest in IP without further formality;
2) IP developed jointly by CMCRC and industry partners
will generally be jointly owned with the industry partner having the right to use the IP within their own
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Procedure

Responsibility
business and the CMCRC retaining the rights to
commercialise.
3) The CMCRC and its industry partners agree to do all
things necessary, including executing any documentation, and requiring any independent contractors to
assign their rights to protect the IP assignment granted in 1).

Since the policies of the CRC’s university participants dictate that students own all IP they create, the CRC’s student agreements have, to date, contained provisions
whereby CMCRC students assign first right to commercialise IP to the CRC in exchange for shares in Capital
Markets Technology Pty Ltd.
Assessment of exist- The research committee of the CMCRC assists researching IP
ers to assess the impact of existing IP in associated fields
that could potentially affect their research. When potential
risk is identified, an external review will be conducted in
order to confirm the precise impact and CMCRC researchers’ freedom to operate in that field of research.
Management of IP

Based on recommendations from the CMCRC research
committee, an external review is then conducted to assess the value and commercialisation potential of the IP.
If this review is favorable, the IP is transferred to the "for
profit" commercialisation vehicle, Capital Markets Technologies Pty Ltd (CMT) which may, in turn, pass this to a
partly or wholly CMT-owned spin-off company. In this
manner, we believe we can present the IP of CMCRC
such that any external investor’s due diligence will substantiate the value ascribed to that IP.

Sharing of benefits

In exchange for assignment by the student of his or her
IP, CMCRC has to date granted the student the right to
participate in the Equity Scheme described in the student
agreement (please refer to Section 4.5.2.3 for more details).

Transparency and Re- The CMCRC provides comprehensive overview of its IP
porting
management in its annual report to the Department.
Potential
interest

conflict

of The CMCRC stipulates meticulous procedures for resolving conflict and disputes in its agreement with industry
partner and students.
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2.1.17 Maximising benefits for end users in Australia
The CMCRC maximises benefits for end-users in Australia through its commercialisation policy. Capital Markets Technologies Pty Limited (CMT) is responsible for the commercialisation
and management of the IP of CMCRC. Commercialisation is undertaken by quarantining IP
in CMT and using the expert commercialisation skills established therein. In particular, the
CMT CEO and Board are selected specifically for their commercialisation experience and
expertise. This setup maximises the possibility of successful commercialisation of IP, which
facilitates the social and business value of IP to be retained in the Australian society.

In order to motivate commercialisation of research achievements, CMCRC has implemented
equity schemes for its staff, students and associates involved in newly created spin-off organisations. The equity scheme further motivates researchers to fully exploit the research
infrastructures and resources provided by the CMCRC, the industry sponsors and partner
institutions which, in turn, enhances the quality of IP and maximises the value of research
resources retained in Australia for end-users.

In general, CMCRC will reward its staff, students and associates by sharing the benefits arising from the commercialisation of IP. This will be primarily in the form of shares and options
in the commercialisation organisation created. The assurance of researchers’ vested interests in spin-off organisations also ensure continuity of the long-term development of new
technologies, which contributes to the control of end users switching cost in consequence of
human capital outflow.

3
3.1

PERFORMANCE AGAINST ACTIVITIES
PROGRESS AGAINST THE KEY CHALLENGE/OUTCOMES

The main research outcome of the CMCRC in its second term was to implement a crossmarket surveillance capability (Research Program 1) and extend this capability to another
discipline while developing a text-mining capability that could be applied to both (Research
Program 2). The CMCRC was pleased to announce that during the fifth year of its grant it
achieved Research Program Outcome 1. The past 12 months, has been a continuation of
R&D on the market quality concept, we are now in a position to provide market comparisons
in efficiency and integrity measures to our industry partners through an interactive online environment, the Market Quality Dashboard (MQD). As an example we can show, on a t+3 basis, that the Australian market is say twice as efficient as the Singapore market, at about the
same efficiency level as Hong Kong and Tokyo, but one-third as efficient as London and onequarter as efficient as New York in a few clicks via the MQD. Our partners can also monitor
our measures of efficiency and integrity pre and post market structure changes to best evaluate optimal market design.
During the year, our foray into surveillance in an alternative industry (Research Program 2)
has succeeded beyond our expectations, with over 90% of Australia’s private health insurers
utilising or trialling our CMC-HIBIS system. This has translated into commercial contracts
with all parties to date with the majority also becoming official industry partners for the third
round of CMCRC funding.
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During the current year, we were also appointed by a federal law enforcement agency to deploy our text-mining technologies within one of their solution environments to enhance their
Unstructured Data Analytics Initiative. This is a ringing endorsement of both the quality and
end-user relevance of the work we are delivering. We see great opportunity for this software
in other areas and will look to seed some commercial funding in the third round of CMCRC.
3.2

RESEARCH

Extent to which the CRC is on target to achieve its research outputs
Since meeting the major research outcomes of Research Program 1 by 30 June 2013, the
past 12 months have been focused on the conversion of this IP into commercial outcomes.
In pursuit of an improved and interactive delivery vehicle of the Market Quality Report, we
developed the Market Quality Dashboard (MQD) that allows users to evaluate the impact of
market design changes on market quality in a few mouse clicks. The MQD has also highly
benefitted our education program by providing PhD students a more intuitive and effective
approach to develop and test implement their research design.

Based on the knowledge gained from our work in securities market fraud detection, we have
built an expert witness consulting business. Revenue from this element of the business exceeds $527k in FY 2013/14. Besides its revenue potential, learning outcomes from the consulting exercises also strengthen the industry linkage of our education program.

We have fulfilled all targets in Research Program 2 due to the uptake of the CMC-HIBIS solution. We can now report that the company has gained around 90% of the market share in
private health insurance (PHI) fraud detection in Australia and is seeking expansion opportunities globally as well as into non-PHI areas of healthcare. The second aspect of Research
Program 2, the development and integration of text mining into our surveillance infrastructure, had been achieved by incorporating the Computable News platform to the MQD.
Key risks and issues, and strategies in place to address the risks and any unmet
milestones
None during the current term of the CMCRC.
Key research achievements and evidence of research quality
From Research Program 1, by June 2014, the MQD has been rolled out to the Financial
Conduct Authority UK (FCAUK), the Australian Securities and Investment Commission
(ASIC), the Singapore Stock Exchange and the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. Feedback from these parties has been very positive. We have also been appointed by
the UK regulator and the New Zealand regulator to provide independent expert witness services for market manipulation cases. As usual, our number of refereed journal publications
(which remain strong) demonstrates the quality of our research. In particular, we have several publications in tier 1 journals this year (i.e., Journal of Financial Economics and Journal of
Corporate Finance).
From Research Program 2, the ongoing success of our health insurance initiative as well as
out text mining in media initiative with Fairfax Digital are both testimony to the relevance and
research quality of the work.
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Any issues, including technical or scientific impediments
The biggest issue we have faced since day one has been the failure, for privacy reasons, of
some security market participants to supply their data offsite. This has meant additional
costs, and extensive delays in making data available for analysis of that marketplace. Recognising the difficulty this poses in terms of being able to meet publications numbers, we
have replaced some partners with others more willing to share their data.
The level of end-user involvement and evidence the research is meeting end-user
needs
This has always been a key feature of the work of the CMCRC. More than 200 brokers
across 40 countries use the SMARTS broker product developed in CMCRC1, and now
cross-market surveillance is being introduced to this same group to reduce the risks of trading, thereby reducing the cost of capital for innovation.
The MQD has been deployed at four international regulators/exchanges that will use the
product to enhance the understanding of how markets optimise returns in their choice of particular market designs.
CMC-HIBIS has shown similar promise with almost 90% of Australia’s private health
insurance industry utilising or trialling the solution during 2013-14, with many of these parties
joining the CMCRC3.
Any changes proposed to future research directions
None during the current term of the CMCRC.
3.2.1

Publications

Table 12 Published books and chapters in books

Book/Chapter title

Author

Publisher details

Year

Commonwealth
Agreement milestones

Fundamentals of Corporate
Finance (2nd Edition)

Berk J, DeMarzo P,
Harford J,
Ford G, Mollica V and
Finch N

Sydney Australia: Pearson Education

2014

2.1.5g

Hedge Fund Structure,
Regulation and Performance
around the World

Cumming D,
Dai N and
Johan S

Oxford University Press

2013

2.2.3a.vii

Security Analysts' Earnings
Forecasts

Leung H,
Rose A and
Westerholm
J

Techniques and
Elements of Finance, McGrawHill Australia

2013

2.1.5g
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Table 13 Published conference papers, proceedings and abstracts
Paper title

Author

Conference
publication

Date

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones

An Empirical Analysis of
Market Segmentation on U.S.
Equities Markets

Hatheway F,
Kwan A and
Zheng H

9th Annual Central
Bank Workshop on
the Microstructure of
Financial Markets

2013

2.1.5g

Are Algorithmic Trades
Informed? An Empirical
Analysis of Algorithmic Trading
around Earnings
Announcements (Semifinalist
for one of four best paper
awards - Market Microstructure
category)

Frino A, Viljoen
T, Westerholm
J, Zheng H and
Wang GHK

Financial
Management
Association Annual
Meeting FMA 2013

2013

2.1.5g

Automated Liquidity Provision

D.Michayluk,
A.Gerig

2014 Conference on
High Frequency
Data and Derivative
Markets, Auckland

2014

2.1.5g

Do private equity investors
conspire with ultimate owners
in the IPO process?

Tian G, Liu Q,
Trang V

Asian Finance
Association Annual
Conference

2013

2.1.5g

High Frequency Trading and
Market Volatility: Is There a
Fundamental Association

Westerholm J

3rd Auckland
Finance Meeting

2013

2.1.5g

Liquidity Provision in Limit
Order Book Markets

Putnins T and
Michayluk D

26th Australasian
Finance and
Banking Conference

2013

2.1.5g

Should we be afraid of the
dark? Dark trading and market
quality

Foley S and
Putnins T

Northern Finance
Association Annual
Conference

2013

2.1.5g

The Common Touch in a
Hayekian World: Contrasting
the Role of Horizon-Invariance
and Calendar-Time Portfolios

W. Lu, P. Swan

Indonesian
Financial
Management
Association’s First
Finance and
Banking Conference

2013

2.1.5g

The Determinants of
Alternative Trading Venue's
Market Share: Global
Evidence from the Introduction
of Chi-X

E. Jarnecic, Y.
Liu

Finance and
Economics
Conference 2013

2013

2.1.5g

Time and Pro-rata Matching:
Evidence of a change in LIFFE
STIR Futures

S.Foley,
A.Aspris,
D.Harris

2014 Conference on
High Frequency
Data and Derivative
Markets, Auckland

2014

2.1.5g

A joint model of word
segmentation and
phonological variation for
English word-final /t/-deletion

B. Börschinger,
M. Johnson, K.
Demuth

51st Annual Meeting
of the Association
for Computational
Linguistics

2014

2.2.1g

An Empirical Examination of
Challenges in Chinese Parsing

J. Curran, et. al

51st Annual Meeting
of the Association
for Computational
Linguistics

2014

2.2.1g
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Automatically Detecting and
Attributing Indirect Quotations

J. Curran, et. al

2013 Conference on
Empirical Methods
in Natural Language
Processing

2013

2.2.1g

Bridging the gap between
speech technology and natural
language processing: an
evaluation toolbox for term
discovery systems

M. Johnson, et.
al

Ninth International
Conference on
Language
Resources and
Evaluation

2014

2.2.1g

Cheap and easy entity
evaluation

B. Hachey, J.
Nothman, W.
Radford

52nd Annual
Meeting of the
Association for
Computational
Linguistics

2014

2.2.1g

Command-line utilities for
managing and exploring
annotated corpora

J. Nothman, T.
Dawborn, J.
Curran

25th International
Conference on
Computational
Linguistics

2014

2.2.1g

docrep: A lightweight and
efficient document
representation framework

T. Dawborn, J.
Curran

25th International
Conference on
Computational
Linguistics

2014

2.2.1g

Modelling function words
improves unsupervised word
segmentation

M. Johnson, et.
al

25th International
Conference on
Computational
Linguistics

2014

2.2.1g

The effect of non-tightness on
Bayesian estimation of PCFGs

S. Cohen, M.
Johnson

51st Annual Meeting
of the Association
for Computational
Linguistics

2014

2.2.1g

The graph landscape - A
visualization of graph
properties

Eades P and
Klein K

21st International
Symposium on
Graph Drawing

2013

2.2.1g

Tikhonov or Lasso
Regularization: Which Is Better
and When

F. Wang, W.
Liu, S. Chawla

IEEE International
Conference on
Tools with Artificial
Intelligence 2013

2013

2.2.1g

Trendspedia: An Internet
observatory for analyzing and
visualizing the evolving web

C. Zhang, et. al.

IEEE 30th
International
Conference on Data
Engineering 2014

2014

2.2.1g

Unsupervised Word
Segmentation in Context

M. Johnson, et.
al

25th International
Conference on
Computational
Linguistics

2014

2.2.1g

Table 14 Refereed journals
Paper title

Author

Publisher details

Date of
publication

A Factor Analytical
Approach to the
Efficient Futures
Market Hypothesis

Westerholm J,
Norkute M and
Narayan PK

Journal of Futures
Markets

2014

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones
2.1.5g
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A Worldwide
Examination of
Exchange Market
Quality: Greater
Integrity Increases
Market Efficiency
Algorithmic Trading,
Liquidity, and Price
Discovery: An Intraday
Analysis of the SPI
200 Futures
An international trend
in market design:
Endogenous effects of
limit order book
transparency on
volatility, spreads,
depth and volume
An Investigation of
Trade Price Changes

Beware of Children
Trading
Commonality in
Liquidity across
International Borders:
Evidence from Futures
Markets
Demand Driven
Securities Regulation:
Evidence from
Crowdfunding
Do lead articles signal
higher quality in the
digital age? Evidence
from finance journals
Do Markets Anticipate
Capital Structure
Decisions? Feedback
Effects in Equity
Liquidity
Does board
independence improve
firm performance?
Outcome of a quasinatural experiment
Does control‐
ownership divergence
impair market liquidity
in an emerging
market? Evidence
from China
Does Insider Trading
Explain Price Run-Up
Ahead of Takeover
Announcements
Financial risk
tolerance: An analysis
of unexplored factors

Frederick H. deB.
Harris, Michael J.
Aitken and Shan Ji

Journal of Business
Ethics,
Forthcoming

2014

2.1.5g

Viljoen T,
Westerholm J and
Zheng H

The Financial
Review

2014

2.1.5g

Pham TP and
Westerholm J

Journal of
International
Financial Markets,
Institutions &
Money

2013

2.1.5g

Ying Huang,
Thomas H.
McInish and
Pankaj K. Jain
Berkman H, Koch
PD and
Westerholm J
A. Frino, V.
Mollica, Z. Zhou

Journal of Financial
Studies,
Forthcoming

2014

2.1.5g

Journal of
Investment
Management
Journal of Futures
Markets Vol. 34,
Issue 8, (2014),
p.807-81

2014

2.1.5g

2013

2.1.5g

Cumming D and
Johan S

Venture Capital: An
International
Journal of
Entrepreneurial
Finance
Scientometrics

2013

2.1.5g

2014

2.1.5g

Andres C,
Cumming D,
Karabiber T and
Schweizer D

Journal of
Corporate Finance

2013

2.1.5g

Fischer MO, Swan
PL

Outcome of a
Quasi-Natural
Experiment (August
19, 2013)

2013

2.1.5g

Chu X, Liu Q, Tian
G

Accounting &
Finance

2014

2.1.5g

Aspris A, Foley S
and Frino A

Accounting &
Finance

2014

2.1.5g

Gibson R,
Michayluk D and
Van de Venter T

Financial Services
Review

2013

2.1.5g

Michayluk D and
Zurbruegg R
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Fragmentation and
Price Discovery: A
Comparison of Reg
NMS and MiFID1
Fundamental-based
Market Strategies
Fundamentals or
managerial discretion?
The relationship
between accrual
variability and future
stock return volatility
Identifying spikes and
seasonal components
in electricity spot price
data: A guide to robust
modeling
Information Disclosure
and Stock Liquidity:
Evidence from Borsa
Italiana
Informational role of
market makers: The
case of exchange
traded CFDs
Informed Trading
through the Accounts
of Children
Listing Standards and
Fraud
Market behavior of
institutional investors
around bankruptcy
announcements
Naked Short Selling
and the Market Impact
of Failures-to-Deliver:
Evidence from the
Trading of Real Estate
Investment Trusts
Price discovery and
success factors for
individual stock futures
Private Equity
Benchmarks and
Portfolio Optimization
Stock price
manipulation:
prevalence and
determinants
Systematic trading
behavior and the
cross-section of stock
returns on the OMXH
The Cross Market
Effects of Short Sale
Restrictions

Frederick H. deB.
Harris, Thomas H.
McInish, Frank
Sensenbrenner III
and Robert Wood
Aspris A, Finch N,
Foley S and Meyer
Z
Shan Y, Taylor S
and Walter T

Journal of Trading,
Forthcoming

2014

2.1.5g

Australian
Accounting Review

2013

2.1.5g

ABACUS

2013

2.1.5g

Janczura J, Trueck
S, Weron R, Wolff
RC

Energy Economics

2013

2.1.5g

Frino A, Palumbo
R, Capalbo F,
Gerace D and
Mollica V
Andrew Lepone
and Jin Young
Yang

ABACUS

2013

2.1.5g

Journal of Empirical
Finance

2013

2.1.5g

Berkman H, Koch
PD and
Westerholm J
Cumming D and
Johan S

Journal of Finance

2014

2.1.5g

2013

2.1.5g

Frino, A., Jones,
S., Lepone, A. and
Wong, J. B.

Managerial and
Decision
Economics
Journal Of
Business Finance
and Accounting

2014

2.1.5g

Devos E, McInish
T, McKenzie MD,
UpsonJ

The Journal of Real
Estate Finance and
Economics

2013

2.1.5g

Westerholm J and
Mostafa Ahmed
MD
Cumming D, Hab
L and Schweizer D

International
Journal of Bonds
and Derivatives
Journal of Banking
and Finance

2013

2.1.5g

2013

2.1.5g

Comerton-Forde C
and Putnins T

Review of Finance

2014

2.1.5g

Leung H, Rose A
and Westerholm J

Review of Finance

2014

2.1.5g

Dungey M,
McKenzie MD,
Yalma A

North American
Journal of
Economics and
Finance

2013

2.1.5g
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The Governance Role
of the Media Through
News Dissemination:
Evidence from Insider
Trading
The impact of colocation of securities
exchanges; and
traders' computer
servers on market
liquidity
The Persistence of
Dominant Firm Market
Share : Raising Rivals
Cost on the NYSE
The relationship
between satellite and
home market volumes:
Evidence from crosslisted Singapore
futures contracts
Trading Rules,
Competition for Order
Flow and Market
Fragmentation
Unbiasedness and risk
premiums in the Indian
currency futures
market

Dai L, Parwada
JT, Zhang B

2013

2.1.5g

Frino A, Mollica V
and Webb R.I.

Journal of Futures
Markets

2014

2.1.5g

Frederick H. deB.
Harris, Adam S.
Hyde and Robert
A. Wood
Alex Frinoa,
Frederick H.deB.
Harrisb, Andrew
Leponea and Jin
Boon Wonga

Southern Economic
Journal

2014

2.1.5g

Pacific-Basin
Finance Journal

2013

2.1.5g

Amy Kwan,
Ronald W. Masulis
and Thomas H.
McInish
Kumara S, Trückb
S

Forthcoming,
Journal of Financial
Economics (JFE)

2014

2.1.5g

Journal of
International
Financial Markets,
Institutions and
Money
Australian Journal
of Management

2014

2.1.5g

2013

2.1.5g

Unequal Access to
Analyst Research

Lepone A, Leung
H and Li G

What do price
discovery metrics
really measure?
Worldwide reach of
short selling
regulations
A linear time algorithm
for testing maximal 1planarity of graphs
with a rotation system

Putnins T

Journal of Empirical
Finance

2013

2.1.5g

Jain A., Jain P.,
McInish TH,
McKenzie MD
Eades P, Hong S,
Katoh N, Liotta G,
Schweitzer P,
Suzuki Y
C. Zhang, et. al.

Journal of Financial
Economics

2013

2.1.5g

Theoretical
Computer Science

2013

2.2.1g

IEEE Transactions
on Knowledge and
Data Engineering,
Volume:26 , Issue:
4

2014

2.2.1g

Q. Chen, B. Chen,
C. Zhang

Intelligent
Strategies for
Pathway Mining
Volume 8335,
2014, pp 45-59
Transactions of the
Association of
Computational
Linguistics 2
(2014), pages 93104

2014

2.2.1g

2014

2.2.1g

Active Learning
without Knowing
Individual Instance
Labels: A Pairwise
Label Homogeneity
Query Approach
Data Resources and
Applications

Exploring the Role of
Stress in Bayesian
Word Segmentation
using Adaptor
Grammars

B. Börschinger, M.
Johnson
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High-velocity Clouds
in the Galactic All Sky
Survey. I. Catalog

J. Curran, et. al

Improving multiple
aesthetics produces
better graph drawings
Joint Incremental
Disfluency Detection
and Dependency
Parsing

Huang W, Eades
P, Hong S and Lin
C
M. Honnibal, M.
Johnson

The effect of varying
levels of class
distribution on bagging
for different
algorithms: An
empirical study

G. Liang, X. Zhu,
C. Zhang

A Model of Emulation
Funds

Zhe Chen , F.
Douglas Foster ,
David R. Gallagher
and Adrian D. Lee
H Weng and G
Kingston

Agency Theory and
Financial Planning
Practice
Dissecting Anomalies
in the Australian Stock
Market
Does Banks’ Dual
Holding Affect Bank
Lending and Firm
Investment Decisions
Evidence from China?
Does Portfolio
Emulation Outperform
Its Target Funds?
Down the retirement
risk zone with gun and
camera
Industry
Concentration, Excess
Returns and
Innovation in Australia
Market Discipline and
Basel Pillar 3
Reporting
Portfolio Quality and
Mutual Fund
Performance

Quality Investing in an
Australian Context

The Astrophysical
Journal
Supplement Series
2013
Journal of Visual
Languages and
Computing
Transactions of the
Association of
Computational
Linguistics 2
(2014), pages 131142
International
Journal of Machine
Learning and
Cybernetics
Volume 5, Issue 1,
pp 63-71
Accounting &
Finance

2013

2.2.1g

2013

2.2.1g

2014

2.2.1g

2014

2.2.1g

2013

2.2.3a.vii

Australian
Economic Review

2014

2.2.3a.vii

Yiwen (Paul) Dou
and David R.
Gallagher
Pan X, Tian G

Australian Journal
of Management

2013

2.2.3a.vii

Journal of Banking
and Finance

2014

2.2.3a.vii

Zhe Chen , F.
Douglas Foster ,
David R. Gallagher
and Adrian D. Lee
G Kingston and L
Fisher

Australian Journal
of Management

2013

2.2.3a.vii

Economic Papers:
A journal of applied
economics and
policy
Accounting and
Finance,
Forthcoming

2014

2.2.3a.vii

2014

2.2.3a.vii

CIFR Paper

2013

2.2.3a.vii

International
Review of Finance

2014

2.2.3a.vii

Australian Journal
of Management,
Forthcoming

2013

2.2.3a.vii

David R. Gallagher
, Katja Ignatieva
and James
McCulloch
Parwada JT,
Ruenzi S, Sahgal
S
David R. Gallagher
, Peter Gardner ,
Camille Schmidt
and Terry S.
Walter
David R. Gallagher
, Peter Gardner ,
Camille Schmidt
and Terry S.
Walter
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Restoring a level
playing field for
defined benefits
superannuation
Style Factor Timing:
An Application to the
Portfolio Holdings of
U.S. Fund Managers
Clustering multivariate
time series using
hidden markov models

H Bateman and G
Kingston

the FINSIA journal
of applied finance

2013

2.2.3a.vii

David R.
Gallagher, Peter
Gardner and
Camille Schmidt
S. Pour, F. Girosi,
A. Maeder

Australian Journal
of Management,
Forthcoming

2013

2.2.3a.vii

International
Journal of
Environmental
Research and
Public Health vol
11, no 3 , pp 2741 2763
BMJ Quality &
Safety, vol. 23, no.
3, pp. 215 - 222

2014

B 3.2.1

2014

B 3.2.1

Y. Gu, R. Norman,
R. Viney

Health Economics,
vol. 23, no. 9, pp.
1098-1114

2014

B 3.2.1

R. Viney, et.al.

BMC Public Health,
vol. 13, no. 115, pp.
1-9.

2013

B 3.2.1

F. Girosi, et. al.

Health Services
Research, vol 48,
no 2 Part II , pp 850
- 865.
International
Journal of
Microsimulation ,
vol 6, no 3 , pp 78 117
The Australian
Economic Review,
vol. 46, no. 2, pp.
196-201
Medical Decision
Making, vol. 34, no.
6, pp. 773-786.

2013

B 3.2.1

2013

B 3.2.1

2013

B 3.2.1

2014

B 3.2.1

Do variations in
hospital mortality
patterns after
weekend admission
reflect reduced quality
of care or different
patient cohorts? A
population-based
study
Estimating health state
utility values from
discrete choice
experiments: a QALY
space model approach
High risk prescribing in
older adults:
Prevalence, clinical
and economic
implications and
potential for
intervention at the
population level
Modeling employer
self-insurance
decisions after the
Affordable Care Act

E. Coirera, et. al.

The COMPARE
microsimulation model
and the U.S.
Affordable Care Act

F. Girosi, et. al.

The development of
health economics in
Australia and its
contribution to policy

J. Hall

Valuing SF-6D health
states using a Discrete
Choice Experiment

R. Viney, et.al.
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Table 15 Key to the Commonwealth Agreement milestones
Figure

Milestone category

2.1.5g

24 research papers per year on economic analysis of market structure, technology and
integrity

2.2.1g

28 research papers per annum on entity tracking, information distillation, free text query
and audio mining

2.2.3a.vii

Surveillance of LIFE Offices, Superannuation Funds and Bank Risk in. nine research
studies per year that develop new insights relevant to identifying risks in insurance, funds
management and banking

B 3.2.1

Health Insurance Surveillance iii.d Eight research papers per annum on social networking
and data mining with specific relevance to the health insurance industry

Table 16 Publications and Reports for End-users

Paper Title

Authors

Commonwealth
Milestone

Algorithmic Activities And Tick
Size

S. Zhang & V. Mollica

2.1.5g

An empirical comparison of alternate schemes for combining
electricity spot price forecasts

Nowotarski J, Raviv E, Trueck
S, Weron R

2.1.5g

Dark trading and price discovery

Comerton-Forde C and Putnins
T

2.1.5g

Financial Transaction Tax and
Market Quality: Evidence from
the French FTT Regulation in
2012

Parwada JT, Rui Y, Shen J

2.1.5g

Flow-Through Shares and Financing Constraints

A. Vadilyev

2.1.5g

How beneficial has competition
been for the Australian equity
marketplace?

H. Chen, M. Aitken, S. Foley

2.1.5g

Investor Behaviour and Lottery
Stocks

D. Wright, G. Lepone

2.1.5g

Market Impact Costs of OffMarket Trades: Evidence from
the Australian Securities Exchange

A. Frino, MY Lim, V. Mollica

2.1.5g

Market Quality Impact of Message Taxes

P. O'Neill, R. Ali

2.1.5g

Meaningful Price Improvement ASIC Market Design Change:
The Impact on ASX Market Efficiency

R. Mukurumbira

2.1.5g

Modelling price spikes in electricity markets-the impact of

Handika R, Truong C, Trueck S,
Weron R

2.1.5g

Agreement
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Paper Title

Authors

Commonwealth
Milestone

NZX-ASX Dual Listing of NZ
Based Firms: Impact on the
Domestic Market Liquidity

A. Vadilyev

2.1.5g

Risk premiums in interconnected Australian electricity futures
markets

Handika R, Trueck S

2.1.5g

Spread Mispricing of Treasury
Bond Futures Near Contract
Expiration – Evidence From
Australia

E. Jarnecic, G. Issa

2.1.5g

The Cross-markets Impacts of
Stamp Duty Adjustments on
Chinese markets and Hong
Kong market

L. Zhu, P. Swan

2.1.5g

The Information Leakage on the
Announcements of Stamp Duty
Adjustments in Mainland China

L. Zhu, P. Swan

2.1.5g

Why Do Institutional Investors
Use Reputable Brokers?

Alex Frino , David R. Gallagher ,
George Li and Vito Mollica

2.1.5g

A Point-wise Gibbs Sampler for
Topical Collocation Model as
Adaptor Grammars

Z. Zhao, M. Johnson, L. Du

2.2.1g

Classification of Passes in
Football Matches using Spatiotemporal Data

S. Chawla, et.al

2.2.1g

Integer Programming Relaxations for Integrated Clustering
and Outlier Detection

S. Chawla, et.al

2.2.1g

Network Traffic Decomposition
for Anomaly Detection

T. Babaie, S. Chawla, S. Ardon

2.2.1g

On Many Evaluation Methods
and Many Topical Collocation
Models

Z. Zhao, M. Johnson, L. Du

2.2.1g

Resilience of human brain functional coactivation networks under thresholding

S. Chawla, et.al

2.2.1g

Sleep Analytics and Online Selective Anomaly Detection

S. Chawla, et.al

2.2.1g

A Decomposition of Performance Persistence: A Portfolio
Holdings-Based Analysis of Equity Funds

Scott Bennett , David R. Gallagher , Graham Harman , Geoff
Warren and Lihui XI

2.2.3a.vii

Empirical Test of the LiquidityBased Theory of Closed-End

Parwada JT, Siaw KK

2.2.3a.vii

Agreement

load, weather and capacity
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Paper Title

Authors

Commonwealth
Milestone

Zhe Chen , David R. Gallagher
and Adrian D. Lee

2.2.3a.vii

Agreement

Funds
Testing the Effect of Portfolio
Holdings Disclosure in an Environment Absent of Mandatory
Disclosure

Table 17 Research and Development Workforce
Professional Researcher Staff

31

Technical/Other Staff

21

Postgraduate Students

19

Total Devoted to R&D

71

3.3

UTILISATION AND COMMERCIALISATION

Driving the utilisation of CMCRC IP by Australian and international users has been achieved
via three channels:
−

Firstly, its PhD program that equips graduates to apply the CMCRC’s Market Quality
Framework throughout their studies and in continuing employment whether in
academia or industry. As noted elsewhere in the report, the PhD program of CMCRC
1 and 2 has generated in excess of 100 PhD graduates. All have worked directly with
university and industry partners throughout their PhDs. This has generated between
300 and 400 person years’ of socialisation and utilisation of the CMCRC’s Market
Quality Framework throughout a wide base of students, academics and industry
partners. The PhD’s have also acted as ambassadors for the technology platforms
that CMCRC and its spin-offs provide to academia and industry.

−

Secondly, via applied research technology platforms. These platforms which provide
leading edge analytics linked to unique and extremely large data repositories are
made available to academics and, on a trial basis, to some industry partners. In this
area, the year has seen significant enhancements and increased utilisation of the
Market Quality Dashboard in finance, and the I+Plus health performance analytics
platform in both the private health insurance and the public health sectors.

−

Thirdly, via full commercialisation of solutions and services based upon CMCRC IP..

The CMCRC has met the majority of its commercialisation outputs and milestones by June
2014.
While the CMCRC’s commercialisation activities continue to be focused on the capital
markets and health insurance sectors, the emerging Health Market Quality program, which
has been under development throughout the past year, is intended to drive variations of the
insurance solutions into all other segments of the health market.
The strategic goal of the CMCRC’s commercialisation program is to drive commercial value
from the Centre’s research and development program. A key objective of this program is to
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provide a fund of sufficient size to support the continuation of the CMCRC’s activities once
Australian Government CRC Program funding support has ended.
The sale of the CMCRC’s stake in SMARTS Group in FY2011 provided a solid foundation for
the CMCRC’s self-funding goal. The continued growth of the CMCRC’s majority owned spinoff CMC Insurance Solutions, which now services 90% of the Australian private health
insurance market, is moving CMCRC ever closer to achieving its self-funding goal.
Governance and overall strategic direction of commercialisation activities continues to be
driven by the independent Board of Capital Markets Technologies Pty Ltd, which reports to
the CMCRC Board.Commercialisation activities and resources
The activities and resources that the CMCRC provides directly or sources externally to
support the full spectrum and lifecycle of commercialisation activities are summarised in the
table below.
Table 18 CMCRC commercialisation activities and resources
Lifecycle stage
Research and
development

Incubation

Early
stage
commercialisation

Full
commercialisation

Support facilities and
services
CMCRC management

▲

▲

▲

CMCRC R&D division
involvement

▲

▲

CMCRC administration
and accounting services

▲

▲

▲

Accommodation/infrastr
ucture

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Funding
CMCRC funding
Government
grants

R&D

▲

Government
commercialisation
grants and loans

▲

Commercial
funding
(e.g. venture capital or
strategic investors)

▲

▲

▲

▲

Partner involvement
Universities

▲

▲

Industry partners

▲

▲

Strategic
technology
and market partners

▲
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3.3.2

Commercialisation ventures and activities

A summary of the CMCRC’s commercialisation ventures and their lifecycle status at 30 June
2014 is provided in the table below. This is followed by a brief description of the initiative, its
status, and its actual and/or intended impacts on the target market segment
Table 19 CMCRC Commercialisation Lifecycle Stage
Lifecycle stage
Research
and
development

Venture

Incubation

Early stage
commercialisation

Full
commercialisation

Monetisation

Capital
Markets
Capital
Markets
Consulting

▲

Market
Quality
Dashboard

▲

Alluvial
algorithmic
trading
(backtesting)
solution

▲

Health
Insurance
CMC
Insurance
Solutions

▲

I+PLUS
–
health
performance
analytics

3.3.3

▲

Capital Markets ventures and spin-offs

Capital Markets Consulting Pty Limited (CMC)
The company, established in 2010, leverages the expertise of CMCRC personnel, market
integrity and quality experts associated with the CMCRC across the globe, and the SMARTS
technology platform to:
•
•

develop a quarterly Market Quality Report, as well as ad hoc reports, on the
impact of particular market design changes on integrity and efficiency
develop data-supported evidence and logical tests to establish or defend against
charges of insider trading, market manipulation or breaches of continuous
disclosure
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•
•

develop an integrated system of managing these cases that will be useful to
regulators, courts of law, litigators, brokers and other market participants
provide expert witness and related professional services.

In its fifth year of operation, the company has continued to build market presence in Australia
and internationally through broad-based marketing activities and the sales of both the Market
Quality Report and expert witness and related consulting services.

3.3.4

Insurance ventures

CMC Insurance Solutions
The CMCRC’s health insurance initiative represent an investment of over $6 million across
six years, covering research and development as well as extensive trialling of the systems
with large and medium-sized insurers. Today the solutions are backed by an experienced
multi-disciplinary team that includes experts in health, health insurance claims processing
and leakage, in addition to experienced data mining and modelling experts, technologists
and project management staff.
The flagship initiative, Health Insurance Business Intelligence Services (CMC-HIBIS) was
established to provide claims leakage prevention and management solutions and services.
The past year has seen the continued commercial development of the company. By June
2014 the company had achieved a market share of over 90% of Australia’s private health
insurers.
3.3.5

Benefits to target segments

The key end-market benefits derived from commercialisation activities in capital markets
relate to sustaining and improving the quality (being integrity and efficiency) of capital
markets. The extensive Australian and international use of the tools and services developed
by the CMCRC directly, or in partnership with others, provides a good indication of the value
perceived by end users.
The key end-market benefits derived from commercialisation activities in the insurance
sector relate to reducing health insurance claims leakage (errors, over-servicing and fraud).
As noted above, the extension of the tools to the public health arena should allow the
generation of benefits that are orders of magnitude higher than private health insurance
given the scale of the former. The tools and services provided also have the propensity to
provide second-order impacts that enhance health outcomes, and form the basis for a major
extension of the CMCRC R&D program from July 2014 onwards.
3.4

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The CMCRC specialises in growing talented human capital imbued with financial and
insurance markets research skills who are sought after across industry, academia and
government.
The government has two principal milestones for the CMCRC education program: That is:
E1.1 to generate over 100 PhD completions and E1.1 to maintain a cohort of 50 PhD candidates. There have been a total of 104 PhD graduates to date. A further 3 students have
submitted their theses, met university requirements and are awaiting graduation. So in total
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the CMCRC has achieved 107 PhD completions to date. As such, the CMCRC has exceeded its principal education milestone to generate over 100 PhD completions by 30 June 2014.
Figure 2 Cumulative PhD Graduates
120
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0
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2011

2012

2013

2014*

Chart: Cumulative PhD graduations since inception
*Data is grouped by calendar year. 2014 represents the first half of the year, from 1 Jan 2014 to 30 June 2014

PhD cohort
Over the 7 year funding cycle, there have been between 31 and 70 PhD students in the program per year, an average of 58 students per year. This exceeds the government milestone
(E1.1) which is to maintain a cohort of 50 PhD students. It should be noted that scaling down
of the program towards the end of the funding cycle had been a deliberate policy to mitigate
risk of program cessation. As such, the financial year concludes with 23 PhD students in the
program as at 30 June 2014. The CMCRC is poised to ramp up student numbers in accordance with the new milestones.
Figure 3 PhD Students in Program Annualised
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Chart: Program size, annualised PhD student numbers
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Figure 4 Annual Intake of PhD Students
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Chart: Annualised intake of PhD students

Overview of the education and training program
The CMCRC works closely with leading academics at partner universities who engage with
industry research sponsors to supervise student research on industry-led research projects.
The preferred approach is that research questions are posed by the industry sponsor and
then university supervisors and their students develop a research design and provide research reports to the industry sponsor. Where the findings are significant or ground-breaking,
academic papers are then released into the public domain.
The CMCRC’s education and training program provides a vital connection between universities and industry. The CMCRC’s Australian operations provide a focal point for activity. However, international secondments ensure PhD researchers receive overseas experience during their candidature. These students are first mentored by candidates who have visited
partners on a rotation basis in conjunction with their academic supervisors. Currently, seven
student places are allocated to overseas industry partners based in Hong Kong, London,
Singapore and Washington DC.
Benefits
Commercial benefits accrue to all stakeholders, whether industry or university participants.
The program provides both academic and commercial benefits to the staff and PhD students,
the universities, the CMCRC and to industry sponsors. These benefits include the development of acutely needed human capital in Australia, the advancement of knowledge and the
development of reputational capital that can provide both academic and commercial benefit.
Furthermore, the education and training program brings universities into research relationships with industry, contributes to the government research quantum and to university PhD
progression targets.
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Challenges
The structure to support the PhD program includes a fulltime Head of Education who is responsible for the day-to-day running of the education and training program. This ensures the
effective combination of the key inputs, students, supervisors and research infrastructure, as
outlined above. Smooth-running administrative and communication structures are essential,
but even more important is the maintenance of strong relationships among students, supervisors, program leaders, sponsor representatives and key staff at the member universities.
Networking functions and onsite visits to the various departments and research sites provide
a means of cultivating and developing professional relationships. In addition, a rigorous quality-control system has been developed to track student progress and maintain the highest
standards of student and supervisor academic performance.
Recruitment
The 2013-14 FY, continues to demonstrate the CMCRC’s success in attracting high-quality
domestic and international students to capital markets research. PhD students enter the program predominantly with Class I Honours degrees. Recruitment of students during the financial year was strong. From more than 80 applicants, 9 new PhD scholarships were awarded,
despite downscaling the size of the program due to funding ambiguity.
Generous scholarships and real-world research problems attract high calibre PhD students
who enrol at a CMCRC partner university. Substantial scholarships averaging $50,000 per
annum are offered to students. Generous stipends serve two purposes: first, they promote
competitiveness among applicants for the positions. Second, they provide an attractive
pathway for the best honours graduates who might otherwise take junior but highly paid industry positions. It therefore offsets the tendency for students in this field to enter the workforce early rather than engage in postgraduate education.
Students are recruited through advertisements and direct contact with participating universities. PhD scholarships are competitively awarded by a selection committee with membership
drawn from the partner universities – University of Sydney, University of NSW, University of
Technology Sydney and Macquarie University. The skills and attributes of candidates must
also meet the requirements of industry sponsors and research program directors. The industry partner interviews shortlisted students and makes the final selection. Successful applicants must then enrol at a partner university to receive the scholarship.
Industry involvement in supervision
The CMCRC’s education and training program acts as facilitator between industry, student
and university participants – providing research training support, facilitation of communication
between parties, as well as technology and infrastructure to support collaboration. The collaborative model is distinctive in that talented post-graduate researchers are placed directly
in commercial environments, and provided with desk-space and in-house data by their industry sponsor.
Industry partners take the lead role in establishing research projects, and are required to
nominate a member of their staff whose role it is to actively manage the research and cosupervise the student in conjunction with the student’s academic supervisor. This means that
the industry supervisor is able to closely monitor progress and provide regular input while
overall responsibility for the research design and method remains the province of the academic supervisor. The industry supervisor thus has a significant stake in the research direction and its outcomes. For the student, part of each week is spent in a real commercial setting, enabling them to interact meaningfully with industry professionals, exposing them to real
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world insights which impact their research design and ultimately driving the research towards
high quality outcomes.
Graduate destinations
The PhD scholarship program has produced 104 student graduates to date (see Table 23).
Representative graduate destinations include the finance and banking industry, the commercial IT sector, government research and management positions, as well as university lectureships (see Chart below). Industry is the principal graduate destination (51%), followed by
academia (40%), and government (7%). Careful tracking of graduates demonstrates a high
level of success amongst our alumni. Graduates find employment opportunities variously as
financial analysts, research experts, government regulators and as university academics.
These graduates are making significant contributions to the finance industry in Australia and
around the world.
Figure 5 Graduate destinations
Other
2%

Government
7%

Government
Industry
University

University
40%

Other

Industry
51%

Chart: Graduate destinations by category to 30 June 2014 (n=104)

Seminars, workshops and undergraduate courses
The CMCRC operates a dedicated research facility which accommodates up to 80 researchers. From this facility, the CMCRC offers support services, induction, education and training.
The provision of relevant coursework by the CMCRC is a key ingredient of a supportive infrastructure and equips the PhD student for their research task. The education and training
program offers three specialised courses which supplement the course offerings of member
universities, namely: Market Microstructure, Market Data Analysis, Market Regulation and
Price Discovery. As some students are based in overseas locations, we deliver many of our
courses online. This is accomplished by using a course management system (Moodle) and
more recently complimented by interactive webcasting (Adobe Connect).
During the year we also provide seminars and workshops to students. Our ‘visiting scholars
program’ brings international experts into contact with students and supervisors. Social functions extend this suite of formal events and provide a means of cementing and maintaining
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relationships. Through these avenues, our researchers make constructive contact with other
students, academics and leading industry experts, and form a community of practice.
Table 20 Seminars and Workshops
Topics

Presenter

Attendance

21/05/2014 Measuring Market Quality in Heath Markets

B. Arunaslam

18/05/14 Introducing health data solutions

T. Yeates

02/05/2014 Technology and HFT (attendance)

Endace

13

1/12/2013 Dark pools: Evidence from Canada

S. Foley

15

11/04/2014 Systemic trading with algorithm

K. Jones

10

14/02/2014 Narcissism and Stock Performance

M. Lim

17

8/11/2013 Market Misconduct Coding Data Presentation

R. Mukurumbira

11

25/10/2013 Order Submission Strategies and Market Quality:
Evidence from ASX and Chi-X

A. Sacco

14

31/10/2013 Commonality in liquidity across international borders, Evidence from Futures Markets

I. Zhou

11

12
9

2007-08 intake
Table 21 PhD students accepted in FY2007-08
Name

University

Supervisor

Research
theme

Thesis topic

B. Liu

UTS

L. Cao

Data mining

Nesting one-against-one algorithms
classification
for
multi-class
problems

B. Wong

USYD

A. Frino

Market design

Derivatives used by fund managers

E. Di Marco

USYD/
UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

Cross-market linkages

F. Ball

UTS

P. Wells

Accounting and
audit

How external auditors pick IPO
winners

F. Lu

UNSW

M. Balatbat

Market design

Measurement of earnings quality in
China

F. Sensenbrenner

USYD

K. Pattenden

Market design

Three essays on insider trading and
price discovery in harmonised
markets

J. Donato

USYD

M. McKenzie

Market design

Corporate governance and financial
distress

J. Kruk

USYD

A. Frino

Market design

Execution costs in futures and OTC
markets

J. Wong

USYD

A. Frino

Data mining

Investors
and
announcements

bankruptcy
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Name

University

Supervisor

Research
theme

Thesis topic

J. Wylie

USYD

A. Frino

Market design

High frequency trading in equities
market

J. Yang

USYD

M. Stevenson

Market design

Essays on options market

J. Zuo

UTS

L. Cao

Data mining

Agent-based distributed data mining

K. Liu

USYD

M. McKenzie

Market design

Superannuation performance

K. Nguyen

USYD

S. Chawla

Data mining

Unifying global and local outlier
detection using commute time
distance

L. Loh

UNSW

M. Aitken

Audit/markets

Microstructure of Asian markets

L. van Keulen

USYD

M. McKenzie

Market design

Risk
management
superannuation funds

M. Clifton

UTS

D. Michayluk

Data mining

Algorithmic trading

M. Karbouris

UNSW

J. Henker

Market design

Insider trading
equity markets

M. Kim

UNSW

K. Wong

Data mining

Rule-based system
applications

M. Mistry

USYD

M. Peat

Data mining

Microstructure in financial markets

M. Snape

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

Essays on the London order book

M. Xu

UNSW

M. Bain

Data mining

Data mining in stock exchange
markets

P. O’Shea

USYD

M. Peat

Interoperability

Dynamic portfolio management

R. Philip

USYD

G. Partington

Market design

Survival analysis of stock runs

S. Lecce

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

Market quality indicators on ASX
equities

S. Xiao

UTS

L. Cao

Data mining

One-class support vector machine

T. Blakers

UNSW

J. Henker

Market design

Measuring
markets

T. de Vries

USYD

S. Chawla

Data mining

Outlier detection

W. Liu

USYD

S. Chawla

Data mining

Outlier detection

Z. Zheng

UTS

L. Cao

Data mining

Information asymmetry in securities
markets

and

trades

for

fragmented
for

in

finance

securities

2008-09 intake
Table 22 PhD students accepted in FY2008-09
Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

Thesis topic

A. Akra

USYD

M.
Stevenson

Interoperability

Investigating the key drivers of
the transaction volume growth of
BPAY
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Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

Thesis topic

A. Flint

UoW

D. Gerace

Market design

An examination of
patterns of liquidity
NASDAQ

A. Kwan

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

Evaluation of market quality on
the ASX

A. Nguyen

UNSW

N. Oh

Market design

Trading costs and diversion of
opinion

D. Li

York U.

D. Cumming

Market design

Market design changes and
surveillance of the Canadian
securities market

F. Szabolcs

USYD

L. Hossain

Information technology

Identifying syndicates of irregular
service providers

G. Klopotowski

USYD

L. Hossain

Information technology

Communities of
chronic disease
support

J. Chan

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

Hong Kong
surrounding
changes

J. Chau

UoW

D. Gerace

Market design

Three
essays
on
market
integrity: Evidence from Hong
Kong

J. Lai

City
H.K.

H. Wang

Data mining

Information systems design for
Hong Kong SFC

J. Nothman

USYD

J. Curran

Language technology

Event tracking in financial news

K. Alampieski

USYD

M.
McKenzie

Market design

Market liquidity around earnings
announcements

K. Durrani

USYD

M. Peat

Market design

Model risk and stress testing in
residential mortgages

M. Lee

UTS

T. Walter

Market design

Reduction
in
transaction
costs
Singapore exchange

M. Zhu

USYD

M.
Stevenson

Data mining

Quantitative
management

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

Market quality at Euronext

N. McKinlay

USYD

L. Hossain

Information technology

Workflow modelling of insurance
claim processing using social
network analysis

R. Rahman

USYD

A. Lepone

Market design

Three essays on carbon market
microstructure

S. Uddin

USYD

L. Hossain

Information technology

Network analysis in public health

T. Fung

City
H.K.

H. Wang

Data mining

Market manipulation in the Hong
Kong securities market

W. He

USYD

A. Lepone

Market design

Information and the cost of
capital

N.
Kost
Sevres

De

U.

U.

intraday
on the

practice for
management

market
market

integrity
design

securities
on
the
portfolio
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2009-10 intake
Table 23 PhD students accepted in FY2009-10
Name

University

Supervisor

Research
theme

Thesis topic

A. Hotz

USYD

G.
Partington

Market
design

Co-integration, price
algorithmic trading

C. Schmidt

UTS

D. Gallagher

Wealth
management

The significance of quality stocks on the
performance of fund managers

E. Lai

UTS

D. Gallagher

Wealth
management

Funds management
portfolio management

Q. Nguyen

USYD

P. Eades

Information
tech

Visualisation methods for market data

J. Ding

MQU

G. Kingston

Actuarial/
finance

Post-retirement financial planning

J. Pardea

USYD

A. Frino

Corporate
governance

The impact of director independence on
corporate governance

L. Xi

UTS

D. Gallagher

Wealth
management

Value generated from active trading and
the portfolio holdings

L. Zhu

UNSW

M. Aitken

Information
technology

Market manipulation
securities market

P. Edney

USYD

K. Walsh

Prudential
regulation

Liquidity risk in matched-maturity funds
transfer pricing

S. Foley

USYD

A. Frino

Corporate
governance

Corporate
governance
takeover events

P. Dou

UTS

D. Gallagher

Wealth
management

Cross-region, cross-sector asset allocation
with regimes

Z. Chen

UTS

D. Gallagher

Wealth
management

Decentralised construction of a portfolio of
actively managed funds

discovery

inefficiencies

in

the

and

in

Chinese

surrounding

2010-11 intake
Table 24 PhD students accepted in FY2010-11
Name

University

Supervisor

Research
theme

Thesis topic

A. Sacco

USYD

A. Lepone

Market design

Algorithmic trading: Market quality and
the ASX

A. Vadilyev

UNSW

F. Moshirian

Prudential
regulation

Australian and international prudential
regulation topics

C. Di Lernia

USYD

T. Carlin

Market
surveillance

Organisational compliance with
continuous disclosure regime

D. Maroney

USYD

A. Frino

Prudential
regulation

Measuring the loss to shareholders from
breaches of continuous disclosure
obligations with an event study

K. Chen

City U. H.K.

H. Wang

Data mining

Common-sense knowledge enhanced

the
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Name

University

Supervisor

Research
theme

Thesis topic
financial decision support: Conceptual
modelling, framework design and
prototype development

K. Siaw

UNSW

J. Parwada

Wealth
management

Interaction of governance and asset
pricing in listed investment funds

L. Machain

Reading

A. Dufour

Market design

Credit default swaps trading and the
European government bond crisis

T. O'Keefe

USYD

J. Curran

Data mining

Approaches to multi-level sentiment
detection

W. Radford

USYD

J. Curran

Data mining

Linking entities in text

W. Wei

USYD

A. Frino

Wealth
management

A normative approach on information
flow in market microstructure

Y. Liu

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

Equity issues and the impact of lead
manager affiliation on analyst research
and broker market share

2011-12 intake
Table 25 PhD students accepted in FY2011-12
Name

University Supervisor

Research theme Thesis topic

Z. Zhao

MQU

M. Johnson

Data mining

Machine learning for data and text mining
from financial data

F. Zhan

York U.

D. Cumming

Market design

Exchange trading rules, surveillance and
insider trading

B. Zhang

UniSA

P. Kalev

Market design

Trading
behaviour
announcements

K. Sun

UniSA

P. Kalev

Market design

Price impact, information content and price
discovery in derivatives markets

S. Tarca

USYD

M. Rutkowski

Prudential
regulation

The interaction between credit risk and
interest rate risk

S. Yu

USYD

G. Barrett

Wealth
management

Retiree wellbeing and the global financial
crisis

J. Dosanjh

UTS

D. Michayluk

Market design

Execution costs in the exchange-traded fund
market

P. Rosati

UCP

R. Palumbo

Accounting

Economics
regulation

A. Martins

UNSW

F. Moshirian

Wealth
management

Macroeconomic
management

D. Joseph

MQU

V. Mollica

Market design

High frequency trading and market efficiency

M. Lim

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

Essays on high frequency trading

R. Zhang

USYD

A. Frino

Market design

Behavioural aspects of financial planning

S. Zhang

MQU

V. Mollica

Market design

The determinants of bid-as spreads: Time
series evidence for the Australian Securities

around

consequences

of

considerations

earning

disclosure

for

funds
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Name

University Supervisor

Research theme Thesis topic
Exchange

E. Lee

USYD

A. Lepone

Market design

D. Harris

UNSW

M. Aitken / T.
Market design
McInish

HFT in the NASDAQ marketplace

P. O'Neill

UNSW

M. Aitken / F.
Market design
Moshirian

Market design essays

E. Ang

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

To Be Determined

H. Chen

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

Three essays in market microstructure

J. Shao

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

The impact of securities market design
change on market quality

L. Gong

USYD

A. Frino
Aspris

Market design

The price impact of director trading and
announcements:
Evidence
from
the
Australian Securities Exchange

/

A.

Market design in Singaporean market

2012-13 intake
Table 26 PhD students accepted in FY2012-13
Name

University Supervisor

Research theme Thesis topic

R. Heslehurst

MQU

A. Frino

Market history

Historical aspects of market behaviour

R. Hosmann

UoW

D. Gerace

Market design

Impact of social media activities on market
efficiency and integrity

G. Issa

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

Three essays on the market microstructure
of derivatives markets

W. Lu

UNSW

P. Swan

Market design

The behaviour of institutional and retail
investors on Finnish stock trading in the US

R. Mukurumbira UNSW

J. Parwada

Market design

The impact of competition for ASX listed
cash equities on market quality

D. Rigney

USYD

H. Zheng

Market design

Impact of ASIC rule changes on market
quality

J. Scally

UniSA

P. Kalev

Market design

Three essays on the design of equity
markets in Australia

F. Wang

USYD

S. Chawla

Health

Sparse models for adversarial learning

Z. Zhou

MQU

A. Frino

Market design

Commonality in liquidity for the futures
markets

2013-14 intake
Table 27 PhD students accepted in FY2013-14
Name

University Supervisor

Research theme Thesis topic

Y. Lin

UNSW

M. Aitkin

Market design

The impact of trading safeguards on the
Singapore exchange

Jiawei. Song

MQU

V. Mollica

Market design

TBA
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Name

University Supervisor

Research theme Thesis topic

J. Wen

MQU

A. Lepone

Market design

TBA

H. Zhang

USYD

A.Aspris

Market design

TBA

Jun Song

SGX

B. Zhang

Market design

TBA

M. Hauptfleisch UTS

D. Michayluk

Market design

TBA

E. Toth

USYD

S.Chawla

Health

TBA

F. Rouxelin *

UNSW

J Parwada

Market design

TBA

A. Khan *

USYD

S. Uddin

Health

Predicting chronic diseases from insurance
claim data

* In process

PhD graduates 2004–13
Table 28 CMCRC PhD graduates from 2004 to 2013
Name

Year

Thesis title or topic

Employment
destination

J. Parwada

2004

Institutional influences on managed fund investment flows

University
lectureship

L. Cao

2005

Organisation and service-oriented analysis and design

University
lectureship

N. Almeida

2005

The role of financial intermediaries in strategic trading

Finance industry

S. Smiles

2005

Are East Asian markets different?

Finance industry

T. Dwyer

2005

Two-and-a-half
networks

W. Yang

2005

Modelling transaction durations, price process and
market impact costs using irregularly spaced frequent
data

University
lectureship

A. Blazejewski

2006

Computational
submissions

IT – major bank

A. Siow

2006

Essays in market integrity

Market surveillance

A. Tan

2006

Three essays on market microstructure and security
design in the futures market

University
lectureship

F. Dabous

2006

A pattern-based approach for the architectural design of
e-business applications

IT
–
market
surveillance

J. Fabre

2006

Essays on commonality in liquidity

Investment banking

T. Oetomo

2006

The price impact of institutional trades in equity and
futures markets

Investment banking

A. Lepone

2007

The price behaviour surrounding market and limit order
execution

University
lectureship

C. Whitelaw

2007

Systemic features for text classification

IT – Google

H. Zheng

2007

Three essays on private information in securities markets:
Return for trade size, trader identity and limit order
placement

University
lectureship

dimensional

models

for

visualisation

stock

of

market

related

order

Post-doctoral
fellowship
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Name

Year

Thesis title or topic

Employment
destination

J. Wang

2007

Diversification philosophy and boosting technique for
trade execution strategy

Investment banking

L. Lin

2007

In-depth optimisation of stock market data mining
technologies

Employment
Canada

M. Edwards

2007

Potential of weather derivatives as a risk management
tool for Australian wheat farmers

Government

M.
HerkeCouchman

2007

SFL, corpus and the consumer: An exploration of
theoretical and technological potential

University
lectureship

M. Wu

2007

Audit pricing: An application of spatial oligopolistic
competition theory

University
lectureship

P. Sun

2007

Outlier detection in high dimensional, spatial and
sequential data sets

Analyst programr

T. Yu

2007

Incorporating prior domain knowledge into inductive
machine learning: Its implementation in contemporary
capital markets

University research
fellow

V. Mollica

2007

Block transaction and market transparency in equities
markets

Finance industry

W. Chen

2007

An integrated investment decision-support framework
analysing and synthesising multi-dimensional market
dynamics

Business analyst

A. Aspris

2008

Three essays on the microstructure of financial options
markets

University
lectureship

A. Jun

2008

Essays on the value of Australian dividends and
imputation tax credit

University
lectureship

A. Looi

2008

Investment manager trading behaviour and performance

Finance industry

A. Mangkorntong

2008

A domain-driven approach for detecting event patterns in
e-markets: A case study in financial market surveillance

IT – Microsoft

B. Arunasalam

2008

Support-free approaches for pattern mining

Software developer
– CRC

G. Truong

2008

The cost of capital and imputation tax credits: An
Australian study

Company valuation

J. Ni

2008

Evolutionary optimisation of trading strategies

Researcher
MAMS

–

K. Cheng

2008

Direct interaction with large displays through monocular
computer vision

Researcher
NICTA

–

K. Lo

2008

Price and order flow dynamics in a limit order market:
Empirical and simulation method

Investment banking

K. Tang

2008

An empirical analysis of anonymous trading in equity
markets

Finance
manager

L. Bayley

2008

Aspects of accounting quality

Investment banking

L. Bortoli

2008

Three essays on the impact of automation in futures
markets

Investment banking

M. Lim

2008

Measuring
and
performance

Investment banking

optimising

algorithmic

trading

In

research
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Employment
destination

Name

Year

Thesis title or topic

M. Zappavigna

2008

Eliciting tacit knowledge
interview method

R. Cook

2008

Security market design and execution cost

Investment banking

A. Das

2009

Essays in hedge funds: Performance

University
lectureship

B. Arnold

2009

Impact of ratings transitions on total return

Research manager
– APRA

C. Lai

2009

The examination of accounting distortion

University
lectureship

D. Yoo

2009

Novel kernel models for sequential data

University
lectureship

G. Al-Naymat

2009

New methods for sequential and time series data mining

Post-doctoral
fellowship

J. Cummings

2009

Three essays on price formation and liquidity in financial
futures markets

Banking regulator –
APRA

J. Svec

2009

Risk management in the Australian electricity market

University
lectureship

L. Wong

2009

The pricing or mispricing of earnings quality

University
lectureship

N. Zamani

2009

Investigating the role of trading in the dynamics of price
formation in financial markets

Finance industry –
software engineer

S. Wu

2009

Trade data services (Master’s degree)

Financial trader –
Optiver

T. Zhu

2009

Audit quality information risk and information asymmetry
between traders

University
lectureship

Y. Li

2009

Examination of audit quality

University
lectureship

D. Channen

2010

A comparison of human and computationally generated
document features

IT industry

J. Kruk

2010

Execution costs in money and futures markets

Equity analyst

J. Wong

2010

Behaviour of institutional investors around bankruptcy
announcements

Singapore
Exchange

Stock

S. Ji

2010

Institutional execution costs, prices, liquidity and order
flow

Research
manager

centre

W. Long

2010

Agent-based
interpretation

Homemaker

Y. Ou

2010

Discovering microstructure behaviour patterns for stock
market surveillance

M. Karbouris

2010

Information leakage and fragmented equity markets

H. Dieu Dang

2010

Credit spreads rating transitions and financial distress

University
lectureship

B. Liu

2011

Nesting

University

approach

one-against-one

with

to

a

table

algorithms

grammar-targeted

recognition

for

and

multi-class

University research
fellow

Research
fellow at QCIS
Director in
finance industry
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Name

Year

Thesis title or topic

Employment
destination

classification problems

lectureship (China)

D. Li

2011

Empirical studies in law and finance of public and private
firms

University
lectureship

H. Malloch

2011

The valuation of options on traded accounts: Continuous
and discrete time models

University
lectureship

M. Clifton

2011

Liquidity during unusual trading periods: Evidence from
the London Stock Exchange

Hedge fund

M. Whitehead

2011

Market microstructure in relation to mergers and
acquisitions announcements

Analyst – finance
industry

S. Jones

2011

Interoperability of trading systems

IT consultant

Z. Zheng

2011

Negative sequential pattern mining

University research
fellow – Advanced
Analytics Institute

C. Luo

2012

Outlier detection in larger high-dimensional data and its
application in stock market surveillance

Government
–
computer scientist

F. Sensenbrenner

2012

Three essays on informed trading

Finance
(US)

H. Kim

2012

Time and the prediction of financial distress

University
lectureship

H. Lai

2012

Information systems design for the Hong Kong SFC

University
lectureship

J. Li

2012

Execution ability of brokers under different market
structures

University
lectureship

J. Yang

2012

Liquidity and price discovery in derivatives markets

University
lectureship

M. Lu

2012

Corporate governance and accounting quality

University
lectureship

S. Lecce

2012

The impact of short selling in financial markets

Investment banker

S. Uddin

2012

Social networks enabled coordination performance model
for patient hospitalisation

University
lectureship

S. Wong

2012

On the interaction between informed agents and other
participants in securities markets

Financial consultant

T. de Vries

2012

Outlier detection and record linkage optimisation for
large-scale and high-dimensional data

Systems developer

T. Loh

2012

An empirical analysis of the limit order book and the order
flow in the Singapore Exchange equities market

Market surveillance
analyst

W. Liu

2012

New methods for
adversarial data

University research
fellow

Y. Xiao

2012

SVM-based instance learning in complex data

University
lectureship

I. Palit

2012

Strategic behavior in limit order markets

University
ship

lecture-

M. Zhu

2012

Return predictability and its implication on portfolio selection

University
ship

lecture-

learning

from

imbalanced

and

industry
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Name

Year

Thesis title or topic

Employment
destination

A. Kwan

2013

An analysis of dark market fragmentation in U.S. equities
markets

University
ship

E. Di Marco

2013

Market quality in the competitive European equities markets

Financial Analyst

J. Lee

2013

The microstructure of trading processes on the Singapore
Exchange

Financial Analyst

J. Wylie

2013

The demand for market fragmentation alternatives

Financial Analyst

K. Chan

2013

The impacts of recent market design changes on information asymmetry, market liquidity in the HK market.

Developer
at
NASDAQ in Sydney

K. Chen

2013

Common-sense knowledge enhanced financial decision
support: conceptual modelling, framework design and
prototype development

Financial Analyst

M. Snape

2013

High frequency trading on the London Stock Exchange

Financial Analyst

Y. Zhang

2013

Data mining with time changing features

Finance Industry

K. Alampieski

2013

Information asymmetry and HFT in financial markets

Management
sultant

H. Nguyen *

2013

Models of graph visualizations

Software Engineer

C. Chau *

2013

Market structure, liquidity and integrity

University
ship

lecture-

Y. Liu *

2013

Australian superannuation structure, governance and
performance.

University
ship

lecture-

M. Mistry *

2013

Order placement strategies

Financial
ant

Consult-

W. Wei *

2013

Comparing time varying price impacts of stock trades
across Asian exchanges

Investment Analyst

P. He *

2013

The impact of market conditions and structure on market
quality

Government Regulator

F. Zhan *

2014

Exchange trading rules, surveillance, and insider trading

University
ship

lecture-

J. Ding *

2014

Essays on post-retirement financial planning and pension
policy modelling in Australia

Financial
ant

Consult-

K. Durrani *

2014

Papers in banking Regulation for Credit Risk and StressTesting

University
ship

lecture-

L. Machain *

2014

Limit orders cancellations and the impact on spreads

Financial
ant

Consult-

Y. Dou *

2014

Dynamic Asset Allocation and return predictability

Financial Analyst

R. Heslehurst *

2014

Faith to Bloomsbury

Freelancer

Z. Chen *

2014

Emulation Funds

Post-Doctoral
low

lecture-

Con-

Fel-

* New in 2013-14 FY
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3.5

SME ENGAGEMENT

Finance, being the main industry that the CMCRC operates in, has few small to mediumsized businesses (SMEs) that are suited for the style of research undertaken by the CMCRC.
However, Chi-X a recent start-up exchange in Australia (1 November 2011) is an SME and
they have become an integral partner of the CMCRC.
Until now, the main partners in the CMCRC finance stream have primarily been exchanges,
regulators and brokers, sometimes referred to as the supply side of the equation. The demand side which includes investors and corporates have remained elusive, particularly, in
respect of their interest in market structure change, notwithstanding that they are the two parties that bear the cost and benefits of all market structure changes. The refunding bid targeted these two neglected groups and will become an increased focal point in CMCRC3.
This will increase our activities with SMEs although in truth many of the parties of interest are
very large corporates and investor lobby groups.
In the health area our attempts to engage with SMEs have been more successful as we have
engaged with the smaller private health insurance funds, some of which represent less than
0.5% of the marketplace, to show the value of our software. Our challenge now that the largest players in the market are involved is to ensure a balance between the two. Being mindful
of this balance is a key plank in assisting these SMEs to provide a more effective service in
the marketplace.

3.6

Collaboration

Collaborations between research participants
Research participants are primarily university departments in which combinations of staff and
postgraduate students are involved. Many of the research projects are undertaken between
staff and students across universities, with many co-supervisors employed at institutions different to the enrolment of the PhD student. Perhaps the best evidence of collaboration is the
willingness of universities to relocate students who were attracted to the institution by its
name (e.g., the University of Sydney) to one of the partner universities (and in some cases
outside the partner universities) to take advantage of particular research strengths of the staff
in that university in the interest of achieving specific research outputs. This strategy was
problematic at first but has become commonplace as the CMCRC has transcended university boundaries.
Collaborations between research participants and end-user participants
Each of our research projects requires that an industry supervisor be involved. The industry
supervisor, academic supervisor and postgraduate student, through a collaborative and discursive process, decide on the research question to be addressed. The academic supervisor,
together with the student, determine the most appropriate research design; where industry
supervisors have PhDs, the industry partner takes a more prominent role in the execution of
the research. This collaborative arrangement with the industry participant ensures that the
research work we engage in is at all times end-user driven. To be more specific, under Research Program 1, where we estimate the impact of market design changes on market quality, the particular market design features to be studied are determined by the industry partner.
The industry partner often organises forums where the research can be presented to gather
further feedback from other related industry participants.
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Collaborations between end-user participants
Given that the ultimate outcome of Research Program 1 is optimal market design and that
different participants can only focus on particular aspects of this design (e.g., technology,
regulation, information, participants or instruments) at a point in time, and due to the size of
the task, participants have shown willingness to share the results of the work done for other
markets that have been investigating other changes to market design. Results from projects
completed with a particular industry participant are communicated throughout the CMCRC
and with other industry participants, reducing the need for similar work in other markets
/jurisdictions to be undertaken.
This is particularly the case with regulators and exchanges, and a tangible result of this collaboration is that regulators have switched PhD students with each other, and an exchange
will swap students with a regulator later in 2015.
External linkages (including collaborative arrangements with non-participant
researchers, end users or other CRCs) and how they contribute to the CMCRC overall
The CMCRC has commenced signing up a larger number of non-participant end users,
mainly because the IP we have created, particularly in Research Program 1 on market quality is uniformly relevant to all exchanges and regulators. Our strategy is to share the costs of
optimal market design across the entire industry and based on the number of new nonparticipant partners we have signed up over the last few years, we feel the strategy is working. More optimal market design reduces the cost of capital for businesses seeking to fund
innovation. This not only has direct advantages for relevant exchanges and the capital formation process in each country in which the framework operates, but also has the potential
to significantly enhance Australia’s status in the G20 as the driver of fairer and more efficient
capital markets.
The CMCRC’s R&D initiatives in the health sector have been significantly based upon external linkages with private health insurers, none of whom are participants in the current
CMCRC (but most of whom are participants in CMCRC3).
3.6.1

International collaboration visits, to 30 June 2014

Table 29 Travel itinerary: Professor Michael Aitken

Date

Place Visited

15.09.2013-

Singapore

14.10.2013

Hong Kong
Paris
UK
Canada
New York

Potential Opportunities Arising and Benefits to
Australia

Media
sure

Expo-

 SGX – meet with industry partner. Discuss PhD
students and ongoing relationship with CRC.
 SGX – meet with industry partner. Discuss existing research and new capabilities.
 MAS – discuss research capabilities of the Centre.
 HKSFC – meet with industry partner. Discuss
PhD students and ongoing relationship with
CRC.
 AMF & WFE potential relationship with Centre
 Euronext – discuss ongoing relationship with the
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24.11.201325.11.2013

Japan

Centre
 Imperial College – discuss Health program and
future engagement
 Building relations with LSE, Bloomberg
 Discuss research proposal with Thomson Reuters
 Meet with industry partner and PhD students on
site.
 Speaking at SMARTs bi-annual conference
 Discuss potential research proposal with FTSE
Reuters Group
 OSC, IIROC, York University – meet with industry partners and PhD students on site to ensure
relationship stable.
 NYC discuss potential research proposal.
 NASDAQ OMX meet with industry partner and
PhD students to ensure relationship stable and
discuss new research projects
Keynote Speaker at the Japan Exchange & Financial Services Authority Conference



India
20.01.201417.02.2014

UK





France
USA










06.04.201424.04.2014

France
UK
Canada
USA

Opportunity to promote the Centre and it’s research capabilities
Opportunity to promote activities of Centre’s
PhD students
SEBI: Speaker & Panel Member Conference
NASDAQ: discussions with industry partner
FCA – meet with industry partner and PhD students to discuss relationship and new research
projects
Mondivisione – meeting with industry partner to
discuss ongoing relationship
Morningstar – discuss potential research proposal
Reuters – demonstrate product and discuss research potential
UBS – demonstrate product and discuss research potential
FT – demonstrate product and discuss research
potential
SEC, Dow Jones, Interactive Data, Bloomberg
Enterprise Solutions, NYC – meetings to discuss
research potential
NASDAQ OMX – meet with industry partner and
PhD students to ensure relationship stable and
discuss future research potential

 Keynote speaker at ITG Conference
 IEM Finance – demonstrate product and discuss
research potential
 FCA meet with industry partner and PhD students to ensure relationship stable and discuss
future research potential

Nikkei: Yasuo
Kamai

Financial
Times

Asia Risk
Justin Lee

–

WSJ Asia –
Gregor Hunter
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10.06.201409.07.2014

4

UK

 Mondo Visione – meet with industry partner to
discuss ongoing relationship
 Reuters, Morningstar meetings to discuss research potential
 OSC, IIROC meet with industry partners and
PhD students to discuss ongoing relationship
 TriAct demonstrate product and discuss research potential
 Nasdaq OMX meet with industry partner to discuss ongoing relationship
 Bloomberg, Marlin demonstrate product and discuss research potential
 Reuters discuss potential research collaboration
 HKSFC meet with industry partner and PhD student to discuss research and ongoing relationship
 SGX meet with industry partner to determine
ongoing relationship and potential new research
programs
 Reuters, Morningstar, LSE, University of Liverpool, UBS – discuss potential research activities
 FCA meet with industry partner to discuss research and ongoing relationship

NewsAsia
CNBC
pore

Singa-

THE ACTIVITIES

Other activities outside the Commonwealth Agreement
The CMCRC is not engaged in any significant activities that are inconsistent with the
Commonwealth Agreement. Any new partners or activities are enhancements to activities
currently being undertaken which are consistent with the Commonwealth Agreement.
5
5.1

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
THIRD-YEAR REVIEW

Set out in the table below are the recommendations, the date the CMCRC is required to implement the agreed recommendations and the status of implementation.
Table 30: Third-year review recommendations
Recommendation

Date to be
completed

Status

Develop a succession plan for the CMCRC’s
Chair, CEO and Deputy Chair

2011

Completed

Provide opportunities for directors to obtain Australian Institute of Company Director or equivalent
qualifications

2011

Completed

Realign composition of board with latest CRC
Program guidelines

2012

Completed

Increase engagement with university participants

2012

Completed
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Develop a strategic plan, including a Transition
Plan and exit strategy

2012

Completed

Establish an industry advisory group

2012

Completed

Appoint a full-time commercialisation manager

2012

Completed

Increase resources available for commercialisation

2012

Completed

Develop and implement a marketing plan that is
integrated into R&D and project selection criteria

Immediately

Completed

Improve the quality of the IP Register

2011

Completed

5.2

FINAL ANNUAL REPORT

The central theme of the winding up of CMCRC2 is the transitioning of the CMCRC business
in toto to the new iteration of the CRC – CMCRC3. The transition from CMCRC2 to
CMCRC3 is expected to be a seamless, business-as-usual procedure.

The existing core management team will continue in their current roles and key research
university personnel have indicated their continued interest in maintaining research
partnerships going forward. External legal and accounting consultants will also remain as
CMCRC3 advisers.
In terms of corporate governance, CMCRC3 will continue with arrangements in force at 30
June 2014. Board membership will continue to carry a majority of independent directors, the
committee structure will remain with the following committees: Audit & Risk Management,
Human Resources, Education & Research, IP & Commercialisation.

Agreements between CMCRC and industry partners have stipulated that all project IP
becomes the property of CMCRC or if jointly owned that the CMCRC retains the
commercialisation rights. All IP included in the IP register of CMCRC2 at 30 June 2014 will
remain with the CMCRC3 which will continue to develop IP enhancements and where
possible, commercialisation. Where IP is exploited for commercialisation purposes, the IP is
passed to investment holding company Capital Markets Technologies Pty Limited or directly
to a special purpose spin-off company.
There were no transactions of note undertaken after the completion of the audited financial
statements on the account.
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6

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Abbreviation

In full

AcAS

Accounting and Audit Surveillance

APRA

Australian Prudential Regulation Authority

ASIC

Australian Securities and Investments Commission

ASX

Australian Securities Exchange

CGRC

Corporate Governance Research Centre

City U. H.K.

City University of Hong Kong

CMC-HIBIS

Health Insurance Business Intelligence Services (core solution of CMCIS)

CMC-IS

CMC Insurance Solutions

CMCRC

Capital Markets Cooperative Research Centre

CONSOB

Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa

CRC

Cooperative Research Centre

DFAT

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

FCA

Financial Conduct Authority

HKSFC

Hong Kong Security and Futures Commission

IIROC

Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada

I+Plus

Healthcare data analytics platform

LSE

London Stock Exchange

MoU

Memorandum of Understanding

MQU

Macquarie University

NASDAQ

National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations

NICTA

National Information and Communications Technology Australia Ltd

NYSE

New York Stock Exchange

QCIS

Quantum Computation & Intelligent Systems

SEC

Securities and Exchange Commission (USA)
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Abbreviation

In full

SGX

Singapore Exchange

SFCHK

Securities and Futures Commission Hong Kong

SMARTS/CMSS

SMARTS Group and Capital Markets Surveillance Services

STREPS

Strategic Research Partnerships

TSX

Toronto Stock Exchange

UCP

University of Chieti, Pescara

UoW

University of Wollongong

UniSA

University of South Australia

UNSW

University of New South Wales

USYD

University of Sydney

UTS

University of Technology Sydney

WFE

World Federation of Exchanges

York U

York University (Canada)
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7

AUDIT REPORT
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